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REPORT OF THE COMMISSIONER OF PUBLIC WELFARE
This is the thirty-first report submitted by the Department of Public ..elfare.
The Department carries out its principal functions througn two main divisions: The
Division of Aid and Relief which is responsible for carrying out those provisions of
law which relate to public assistance and to the care and maintenance of adult3j and
the Division of Child Guardianship which is responsible for carrying out laws which
relate to the care and maintenance of children. In addition, the Department has
general supervision of two institutions: The Llassachusetts Hospital School {or
crippled children) at Canton; and the Tewksbury State Hospital and Infirmary.
The Division of Child Guardianship, while it has the lowest number of children under
care since 1928, nonetheless was serving 6,01*9 children. This represents a decrease
of 200 children over the previous year. This decrease in children under care is due
in part to special efforts aimed towards reuniting families through closer case work
relationships and a greater effort on the part of the Division towards the prevention
of unwarranted separation of the children from the parents. *
While we feel that a reduced case load indicates a slight improvement in the over-all
social conditions of the Commonwealth, the financial implications of the decrease,
from a peak load of 8,317 children in 191*0 to 6,01*9 this year, a decrease of 2,688
cases, cannot be overlooked. On the basis of present day costs, this represents a
saving of over CI,200,000 annually.
In the Division of Aid and Relief the constant and steady increase of the past few
years in both case loads and expenditures continued during this fiscal year. The
combined total for Old Age Assistance, Aid to Dependent Children, and General Relief
was $111,150,872. This represents a new high for public assistance expenditures and
exceeds the previous year by £18,636,61*7 which is an increase of slightly more than 2C$.
In Old Age assistance alone, the increase in expenditures was «s<10,298, 1*81. The impact
of this and future increases will, in great measure, fall upon the State and the local
communities since, under the present Federal matching formula, the Commonwealth is
receiving the maximum amount of Federal participation on the vast majority of cases.
The average grant has been in excess of the Federal matching ceiling. In spite of the
fact that in Old Age Assistance Federal grants in aid increased almost $l*,000,000j
percentagewise, Federal participation decreased by !%• The following table shows the
distribution of costs among the Federal, State, and local governments for all categories
of assistance and points out the additional burden being placed upon local agencies by
increased General Relief case loade
DISTRIBUTION OF EXPENDITURES FOR PUBLIC ASSISTANCE
IN MASSACHUSETTS
Year Ending Change
June 30, 1950 June 30, 19U9 %
TOTAL EXPitflDITURSS
(3 categories)
$111,150,872 C,02,$lii,22$ 20.1
FEDERAL 38,561*,9U* 33,730,803 11*.3
STATE 1*0,551*,1*67 33,212,075 22.1
LOCAL 32,031,1*91 25,571,31*7 25.3
For the past five years, the Department has been undergoing an administrative and
organizational change. The reorganization of the administrative and the supervisory
activities of the Division of Aid and Relief have been complete for socio time. The
Division no longer reviews and approves each new assistance case as it is accepted
by the local agency but rather supervises and reviews the entire administrative
organization of the local agencies. The basic plan of the Department call3 for a
biennial review of all agencies and a more frequent review in the larger agencies
through the process known as the State Administrative Case Review. During this
fiscal year, administrative case reviews have been completed in 122 cities and town3.
These towns have a combined case load of 22,107 cases; of this number, 2,761* were
reviewed. The major result of this year's reviews was bringing about the hiring of
additional workers in cities and towns where the review indicated lack of personnel
was responsible for failures in meeting both the needs of the recipients and statutory
requirements*
The Division of Aid and Relief has been decentralized since 1939 and has been carrying
on its functions through the Department's seven District Offices. Until 191*5, all of
the activities of the Division of child Guardianship had been centralized in the State
House in Boston. Gradually, its various units offering services to children have been
decentralized, utilizing the existing State offices formerly used only by the Division
of Aid and Relief. The objective in establishing Division of Child Guardianship
District Offices was to better serve the public and place the division on a more efficient
basis. Under the centralized plan, children were required to travel from the far corners
of the Commonwealth to Boston only to be returned to the same locality within a period
of a few days. However, because of the nature of the services offered and the administra-
tive problems presented, not all units could be included in the plan at the same tiae 8
On !iay 1, 1900, decentralization of the Division of Child Guardianship was completed
for the time being. The last section to be decentralized was the unit concerned with
the Licensing of Infant Boarding Homes. This move will permit closer supervision and
more frequent visits to these homes.
At the same time, the Department opened a new District Office in Pittsfield. The
opening of this office fills a long-felt need for closer contact with the agencies
supervised by the Division of Aid and Relief and ?dth the parents and children served
by the Division of Child Guardianship in the northwestern part of the Cot753on*ealth. The
Department still maintains seven District Offices, since, when the Legislature provided
for the Pittsfield Office, it also provided for the consolidation of our Maiden and
Boston Offices into one large District covering that ifetropolitan area.
Coupled with the opening of the new Office was the realignment of the District lines
which had remained unchanged since 1939 • Because much of the activity of the Division
of Child Guardianship is through the District Courts, it was necessary to reconstruct
our Districts in conformity with the District Court lines of the Commonwealth. Thi3
will assure that when cases are referred to the Division by the District Courts that
there will be no overlapping of jurisdiction within our District Offices. Additionally,
it will permit the workers to become familiar with the personnel of the District Courts
within their area and facilitate referrals from the Courts.
At the present time the only activities of the Division of Child Guardianship not
conducted from the District Offices are those of Adoption Placements, Independent
Adoption Investigations, and Placement of Mentally Deficient Children. Decentralization
of these units has been under discussion and consideration for some time. However, it
does not appear to be advantageous to decentralize these particular units at the
present time.
Early in January, the Central Office installations of the Dspartaent whie! d '
t'.e Offices of the Corurissicner and the two Directors, and certain ur.il- o. .
Civi.ii on of Child Guardianship, various Department ijureauc and. the 3ostc; • bidden
District Office:; were moved from the State House Annex and the Ford Bull ....
lp Ashburton Place, to 600 lashington Street. In this new location alt oJ the .rod
Cffice facilities cf the Department are on one lloor, in addition tc our cc .solidatad
Greater Boston District, Efficiency of operation Has ona of the main censic nations
in making tliis move. Of lessor importance was the fact that in moving fr it ite-c .:. _
property to property ornied privately, additional Federal monies were available for thst
portion of the cost which is a direct charge incurred in the cdn.ir.istrat: of 1 Id - 3
Assistance and /dd to Dependent Children or which is readily identifiable as an admin: j-
irative oost of these programs. Some minor alterations were required since Llie location
had so few partitions and private offices. The small amount of partitioj ing needed has
coon completed; however, the lighting facilities are still pocr in a nu : xr c ' locatioj s.
In my report for the previous fiscal year I went into some detail relative to the
demands being placed upon the Department to revamp our local administration of the
Federally-aided programs of Old Age Assistance and Aid to Dependent Children, The
Social Security Act requires that these programs be administered by merit syster
civil service personnel « This subject has been in the negotiation stages since
October I9J46 when the Federal formula for absorbing administrative costs was ~ u sd
to a matching basis,, Efforts to change the law during the 19h9 legislative vaar
unsuccessful. The Special Commission to Study and Revise the laws Relating fco ?: lie
Welfare has filed a second report on this subject (House No. 2332 - IdoO) ouii:
their recommendaticn3 based on an exhaustive study of the problem together /id. legisla-
tion which will meet the Federal requirements and yet be acceptable to the rx ' Is. :.i
tOTrns. One cf the main obstacles to the solution of the problem has beer t! : .' •. . ;i
the citiss and towns that this legislation represents one more thrust at th^i.: :*.c -y»
However, this is not the case sir.ee the legislation will merely require s 13. . . to
administer their programs in the sane manner as the larger towns and cities h--..
for a number of years » Notwithstanding the strong presentatiei made by d.
.
Security Agency which included a threat to withdraw all Federal public asci: '. -
at the close of the fiscal year this Report had not yet been acted upon *
.
Z
and General Court „
For the past few years the Congress of the United States has had under cor.: ',
number of bills which would broaden and expand both the insurance and the assist
provisions of the Social Security Act. In the Fall of 19k9 s the U.S. House o£
Rcprcs a.niatives passed such a bill. The U.S. Senate is expected to ac* upon
'
':'
during the current session.
One of the more important changes v/hich would require new legislation ir
tha participation by the Federal C-ovarnaent for the first tlmo in the Go: — 1 Relief
program. With this in mind, ana based on the Federal requiremerts of a State d ,
the Recess Commission ere;: up a revised public assistar.ee law for iiassachusetts 7 ." .
weald become operative only when Congress authorized Federal finaas5.al part\e:pti'JLr-i
the General Assistance programs.
Tha seventh Report by the Commission, and equally as important, is House ;d.l
" T
: .
ddo
aimed at clarifying and strengthening our adoption laws which have been v.\ idi"
inadequate in protecting the rights of the orphan child.
I cannot let the opportunity pass without express ring .my appreciation fc- d t d d.
effort and energy extended by the Special Commission to Study and Kevi: : Laws
Relating to Public .Velfore, net only in tha hearings, study, art research; b clro
in drafting the various bills which have accompanied their recomstcsndat iens, ' Vie
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action is obtained on the excellent legislation proposed they 023 ri^htlj fe . . ;hat
they have r.ade a major contribution to the betterment of their less !''..-' ..
On September 30, 191;?, "1?3 I&rion A. Joyce, v/ho had bean Director of the Ision
Chilr* Guardianship since 1?2? 3 resigned for personal reasons and with ':' 3 . e. 1 I
the Governor and Council has been replaced by Ilr. Robert F. Ott of !?crchastor« "r.
is a [graduate of the Boston College School of Social V.orL- and has had c: iierable
supervisory and executive experience in the field of Child .Yelfare v.lth both private
arid public social agencies. He was associated with the Catholic Chariiics of
&ri Schenectady, New Tor):, before ho becane Regional Representative of the Lsior of
Social Protection in the Federal Security Agsncy. Host recently he was . •.. 1c d in a
supervisory capacity by the Catholic Charities in Boston
o
During" the year I was honored by his Excellency, the Governor, in *..einL 'h-.lr
of the Massachusetts Ccanaittse of the Xidcentury «hite house Conference on CirildrcE
and Youth. This is a conference, national in scope, which convenes eve - ' : . 3 rs r.t
the direction of the President of the United States, and addresses itself c-c
interests of all the chil;!ren of the nation and to every aspect cf chili s&li ;
including, hose life, material security, education, health, and general prspai
for the responsibilities of citizenship. The activities of this co-redttee require a
great expenditure of tine; nonetheless, the potential acconplishaents will provide a
hundred-fold return.
DIVISIOn OF AID Al.'D RjiILUSF
Robert P. Curran, Director
The Division of Aid and Relief includes three subdivisions
Subdivision of Settlenient
Subdivision of Social Service to Tev/ksbury
State Hospital and Infirmary
Subdivision of Appeals
The reports of the supervisors of these subdivisions are
herewith submitted
»
-IH5-!! v-w-JrvJ-Jfr i<
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DIVISIOT] OF AID AND RiSUfiF
Robert P. Curran, Director
The upward trend in public assistance case loads which started at the termination of
the war in 19U5 became more acute during this fiscal year, especially in the c itej ~srj
of General Relief. During the year the General Relief case load showed a decided
increase, reaching: its peak in February, From that time until the end of the fiscal
year there was a definite decrease in case loads. However, the decline was not i ..
to offset the largo increase occurring in the earlier months. The following tabl . :.' :
v
the case load change and the increase in expenditures du»in{_ the fiscal year or. all
categories
.
I. PUBLIC ASSISTANCE CASE LOADS III MASSACHUSETTS
Year Ending Change
Junei 30, 1950 June 30, 19u9 Case Load Percent
Old Age Assistance 97,869 91,119 6,750 + 7.U
Aid to Dependent Chn, 12,738 10,878 1,860 +17,1
General Relief 2U,ii03 18A75 +5,928 +32,1
II. EXPENDITURES FOR PUBLIC ASSIST
^
TCE IK EASSACiRJSETTS
Year Ending Change
June 30, 1950 June 30, 191;? Expenditures
TOTAL EXPENDITURES
(3 categories)
"111,150,872 092,5l!:,225 + C-13,636,6!;7 + 2Ccl
OLD AGE hSSISTAECE 7',06U,997 65,766,516 + 10,290,I<31 + 15*7
aid to de?e:jdel'T cm;. 17,607,710 1^,532,597 + 3,075,1U3 21-2
general relief 17,U73,135 12,215,112 + 5,263,023
An examination of these tables shov.-s the rapid rate at which General Relief cass leads
and e;zpenditures have increar.ee. Since there is no federal participation and Kiiy
one-fifth of the case load in this category is the responsibility of the state, it is
not too difficult to visualise the financial problem which rail face cities and teams
if case loads continue to rise at tlie sane rate during the next fiscal year. Legislation
which would make state funds available on a percentage basis for each General Relief case
has beer, reported during each of the past two legislative sessions by the Specif.
Commission to study and revise the laws relating to public welfare. This legislation
had the full support and endorse.^nt of the Department since it is our belief -hat if
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adequate assistance is to be wade available to 3oni3 of our people—the young and the
old— bhen it should similarly be available to those perscr.s who fall between these
fcgro special categories. In addition, cities and towns can no longer support large
nunbezscf needy persons without financial aid from the Cosnonwealth. In Old *ge
Assistance the average monthly grant increased *>k»k9 during the year so that the
present average grant is #3 „8U. Under our present 3s.fr, our assistance budgets are
adjusted in accordance with the cost-of-living index. However, it was found that the
_
it-cf-li'. ing index had not fluctuated sufficiently to change our current allowances*
The ^increase in the Old Age Assistance grant is due, in great part, to legislation
enaci&d in 191;?.
Chapter ' ?5 of the Acts of 19h9 provided that a new item, to be known as Leisure Time
Activities, amounting to four dollars a month be added to each Old Age Assistance
recipient's budget. Other acts enacted during, 19U9 which related to the activities
of this department include Chapter U06 and Chapter 622, both of which amended the
. 'ss istar.ee law to provide more liberal exemptions to applicants or recipients
. in possession of life insurance and personal property. The first increased
tlic amount of the cash surrender value an applicant or recipient of Old Age Assistance
night retain before executing an assignment to the local board of public welf are from
five hulked dollars to one thousand dollars. The second wrote into the law an
':1c. of five hundred dollars in personal property or savings for an applicant or
recipient, and a joint exemption of one thousand dollars for a husband and wife. The
effect those liberalisations had on the case load was not discernable.
Chapter 766 of the Acts of 19k? increased the Department's re itjbursement rate for hospital
c.era to needy individuals from eight dollars per diem to ten dollars per diem. This law
relates principally to unsettled General Relief cases but has been oxtended by policy to
apply to the other categories
»
Chapter 601 transfers responsibility for pigment of hospital expenses for premature
i Is free the local and state welfare departments to the lscal and state health
departments. This act clarifies one of the many idiosyncraciss appearing in the General
Lav.-s whereby there is split jurisdiction between two departments. Under the eld law,
the st :.' - and local departments of public welfare were financially responsible for the
c_rs provided those cMldren by tlie state and local health departments. Under this
chap sr f IJL r-isprnsibility is placed in the Department of Health,
L~ cf the Acts of 19h9 requires that Rules and Regulations of the Department
. :j r late to the Old Ago Assistance and Aid to Dependent Children programs shall
ha s:*c.jec to the approval of the Governor and Council after a public hearing has been
'•:•* '. This act *s not likely to improve the efficiency or the administration of the
lie issis bancs- program in L'-assachusstts due to the cumbersomeness of its requirements.
r - "spaa : i received an opinion from the Attorney General of the Commonwealth which,
in s . : ce, stated that the wife of an applicant or recipient of Old -Age Assistance
. :j . - legrl responsibility to contribute to the support of her husband. This opinion
the discontinuance of certain policies and budgetary procedures which had been
.'f at. In compliance with this opinion we have revised our Standards so that
cc: ^-LVaticn- from employed or otherwise financially independent wives are no longer
:•
.
lr:d, lice/ever, contributions voluntarily mads towards the support of a husband are
£• ill considered a resource*
Cn: of u:e institutions falling within the general over-all activities of the Department
is t. = liassachusetts Hospital School at Canton for Crippled Cnildrer.. Although the
5 col Is set up witidn the Department, until one year ago there was little formal
scimec 'ic" r.ince the trustees and superintendent are charged with its management and
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supervision. In tho past the school liad experienced some difficulty in making
collections and ostablisl&ng responsibility for the coat of cere to the children
admitted. Under the law the trustees are required to determine whether the parents
or the town of settlement are responsible to meet the cost of care. Standards "ire
drawn up by tiie Department and approved by the trustees for use in measuring the
ability of parents to pay. These standards, as they should be, were at a somewhat
higher level than the usual standards used in General Relief. An agreain nt I as beer
made whereby the Department takes responsibility for contacting the local board oi
public welfare in order to interpret the program at the school and the standi i£
established. In this way it was hoped that a better understanding of the pro oi
these parents would bring about a nore liberal approach to the matter by the lo< —
agencies and thus relieve the and.ety and frustration of the harraseei parents caused
both by the illness of the child and the additional financial burden on the ia_.ily.
Me have recently completed one lull year of operation under this plan. The results
are most heartening. V<e have been able in every case to work out a satisfac cory agree-
ment so that no parent is unduly burdened and the cities and towns are more willingly
fulfilling their obligations to the hospital school.
Since cur last report we have approved the establishment of five additional welfare
Districts as provided for in Cliapter 117, Sections kh and kS* These Districts may be
formed by two or more small towns for the purpose of hiring one or .no re full-tine
qualified persons to administer the public assistance program. Districts must employ
merit system personnel, and their establishment has, in a small way. alleviated e ame
of the problems we have been experiencing in meeting federal requirements for the
administration of Old Age Assistance and Aid to Dependent Children. The following is
a list oi the six welfare Districts now in operation:
SOUTILiia: FR/uIKUK WaLFARii DISTRICT (Towns of Conway, Deerfield,
Sunderland, and fthateloy)
wliSTdHt! FKAIJKUM DlSTi-JCT (Towns of Gharlemcnt, Hawley,
Heath, and Lonroe)
\;tubT.Hl HALTSilLuS WiiLFAhii DISTRICT (Towns oi Chesterfield, Cummingten,
Huntington, liiddlefield, and r;orthington)
CKIJTHAL FBAKKUB ttcLFARtS DISTRICT (Towns of Ashfield, Colrain, and Shelbume)
CdlTRAL LSSiiX iiJSLFATu!. USTKECT (Towns of I.tLddleton, Loxi'ord, and Topsfiel
NOhTHLSH BsiKKStSRE ftivLFAMfi DISThlCT (Towns of Cheshire, Clarksburg, Savoy,
plainfieid, and ,.indsor)
The success of the original <elfare District, which completed one full year c operate
on April 1, 1950, was in soma measure responsible for the interest and willingness of
other communities to take advantage of this legislation which has been avail: hie for
over ten years; however, of more importance in bringing about this new enthusiasm was
the untiring efforts of the District Office staffs, the results of the Adainistrative
Case Reviews, and the establishment of Standards for Administration in July 191*9
«
For a number of years the Department has been endeavoring to meet certain requirements of
the Federal Security Agency relative to administration of Old Age Assistar.cs and ilid to
Dependent Children under the Merit System, we have been able to achieve compliance with
a majority of their requirements by the establishment as of ths beginning of the fiscal
year of a comprehensive set of regulations and procedures known as "Standards for Adminis-
tration" which require local agencies to set up personnel practices, plans covering hour;
of work, sick leave and vacations.
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One of the Lore iaportant factors of the Standards is the cstablishaent of Standards
for Size of Staff based on the case load of the agency. Compliance with the Standards
is a requirement in order to obtain Federal reimbursement for administration.
During t}lje year j, two cities—Brockton and Revere—have voluntarily placed their ..elfare
figents under Civil Service, in addition to the twenty-four to.vns previously mentioned
as having entered ..'elfare Districts. This is a major step toward meeting Federal
requirements but there still regains over luO board-administered towns which jeopardize
the* continuance of Federal funds.
so:~-.vonities ./ould be willing to forego reimbursement for administration rather than
smplov lorit System personnel. The problem extends far beyond the mere non-acceptance
of Federal eimbursements by small towns. The Federal Government has threatened to
it hi.old all monies, both grants-in-aid and grants for administration unless we employ
Uerit Syste-.v personnel.
:
-
. than three years of negotiation between the Department and the Federal Agency
and a like amount of study by the Special Commission studying public welfare laws, it
lias become increasingly evident that legislation will be needed in order that the
deviations currently found In the application of the Lierit System can be corrected.
Toward that end, the Recess Commission has resubmitted its findings in its Fifth Report
to the Legislature, House Bill Ho. 2332,
SUBDIVISION OF SETTLEMENTS
The Subdivision of Settlements is engaged principally in investigating the settle-
ments of patients admitted to the Tewicsbury State Hospital and Infirmary, the
various State sanatoria, and the Infirmary Department of the State Farm. In addition
general supervision is given to the activities of the settlement agent3 attacl.ed to
each of the District Offices of the Department, The investigation of the settlement
status of children admitted to the Massachusetts Hospital School has been deccrrtr^li^
and is carried on in the District Offices.
The Settlement unit is also responsible for representing the Department in litigation
between cities and towns and the Commonweal til in matters relating to support and
legal settlement*
The following table is a summary of the work accomplished for the year ending
June 30, 1950 in the exanination and investigation of settlements of persons at
the various State institutions. The figures indicate the exact work accomplished
during: the fiscal year. Consequently the figures appearing in each column are
reported independently and can only be totalled vertically.
Settle- No Orders
Examina- Orders ments Settle- with-
Institutions tions Issued Found ment dravro
Tewksbury State Hospital
and Infirmary 1687 503 3h9 166 8
State Farm 5 5 2 3
Seville State Sanatorium 2hh 173 160 li
No. Reading State Sanatorium 15U 81 70 9
Rutland State Sanatorium 237 116 87 hh
Vfestfield State Sanatorium 113 67 101 7
TOTALS 2hh0 965 769 2U3 3
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SUBDIVISION OF SOCIAL SERVICE
The Subdivision of Social Service is the medical social service departnent of the
Tewksbury State Hospital and Infirmary. The staff of the Subdivision is located at
the Department's central office headquarters in Boston where administrative and intake
services are carried out. However, some staff members are in attendance at the
hospital daily except Saturdays and Sundays. The Subdivision offers to all patients
on admission and throughout their stay at the hospital friendly counsel and assistance
in helping then to solve their personal problems, efforts are made to relieve the
anxiety incident to the particular illness of the patient and the prospect of lonr-
terr.i hospitalization. The staff cooperates with the hospital physicians and interprets
tc then the backgrounds and social situations of the patients which may affect their
recovery and return to normal life. A most important part of the activity of the staff
centers around the problem of re-establishing patients in the community on discharge
from the hospital.
During this fiscal year the Tewksbury State Hospital and Infirmary had a daily average
of 1916 patients. The highest census during the year was 20U2, and the lowest 1782.
The average census was virtually the same as in the previous year. During the year, 1566
patients were admitted, of whom I8I4 were former patients. 1332 discharges occurred. On
June 30 there was a total of 173? patients, 1200 of whom ./ere in the hospital for acutely
or chronically ill persons, 376 of whom were in the wards for insane patients, and the
remainder 01 whom wore domiciliary patients not requiring hospital care*
STATUS OF INSANE PATIENTS AT TSYtKSBURY
Through the efforts of the Board of Trustees, Chapter U2jX of the Acts of 1950 was passed
by the legislature in Hay. Under this law no insane persons may hereafter be admitted
or transferred to Tewksbury. However, 376 patients suffering with mental disorders are
still housed at Tewksbury under the jurisdiction of the Department of Mental Health. It
is moat desirable that the Cental Health Department should provide for these patients in
other institutions of the Commonwealth. The majority of the present group of mental
patients are aged parsons suffering from senility, but there is a small group for whom
modem psychiatric treatment might be beneficial and who are deprived of such treatment
since the hospital does not have a psychiatrist on the staff. If the Department of
Cental Health could arrange the transfer of the mental patients at Tewksbury to state
hospitals for the mentally ill, over 370 beds for chronically ill persons would be made
available. During the year it has been necessary to place many chronically ill applicants
for admission to the hospital on waiting lists because of the lack of availability of beds.
For mere than five years it has been necessary to maintain a waiting list for admission
to the women's hospital wards.
gSII'S SIRVTCE
On June 30, 19£0 there were approximately 900 men, consisting of the aged, some ill
Kith the diseases of old age, others unemployable because of age, middle-aged men with
chronic illnesses, some of which might have been prevented if the early symptoms had
been diagnosed and treated, the physically handicapped who are too crippled to be rehabili-
tatcd and yAio have lost their ambition and skills in the years of physical and mental
inactivity, and the men with alcoholism. Hany of the latter have been drinking for years
and have become unemployable, coing from one institution to another seeking temporary
shelter for their infirmity, and others still physically strong and capable of work, cannot
accept total abstinence for more than a short period. For these alcoholics a leader from
the ;JLcoholics Anonymous generously has had a group of men meeting with him throughout the
winter months end it is hoped that some may have been helped to more stable living.
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Unfortunatsly Tewksbury has not been able to attack the problem of alcoholism with
a well-rounded program because of the lack of psychiatric staff and technical equipment
but it has treated the men as chronically ill persons needing good medical care, good
food, regular occupation and social case v/ork. Pull use is made of the Chaplain staff
and the services of Alcoholics Anonymous. As a result,the men are physically fit when
ready for discharge and in some instances have definitely improved mentally and become
&lf-sustaining , but far too often they return in a short time for further treatment
and protection. If Tewksbury is to continue to receive these men, a more vigorous and /
modern pro- ra.i with psychotherapy should be available fcr their rehabilitation.
The question frequently raises as to why so many well elderly men prefer to remain at
Tewksbury rather than to receive Old Age Assistance for which some are eligible. The
answer would seem to be that they enjoy the security and the sociability of the
institution. Thirty-one men were established on Old Age Assistance, and twenty men
were recommended for General Relief in the community. Jobs were found for two hundred
—
the more able-bodied younger men went out to find their own jobs, and a few of the
gbysically handicapped persons were rehabilitated <>
WCIlvI'S SERVICE
There were in the women's wards on June 30, 1950, 296 patients. Approximately 200 of the
women were in the hospital section for chronic or terminal illness, 1;0 in the
maternity and prenatal ward and 60 in the convalescent and custodial wards where the
patients are ambulatory. During the year there has been a waiting list of 53 women for
hospital beds. Some cases are more urgent than others<> As a vacancy occurs the social
worker who receives all applications for women and children determines the eligibility,
and after a conference with the physician makes arrangements for the admissions in
accordance with the medical and social needs<>
- c-ase load of the sccia) workers on the women's service varies with the type of case.
Those '.-ho service the prenatal and maternity wards carry fewer cases since the social
probler.3 of unmarried mothers require intensive investigation, careful planning, and
fclloTcT-up care in the community,, The workers with the chronically ill and older patients
carry larger case loads as there are generally fewer immediate problems and a longer time
in which to plan or arrange for the discharge of the patient or to help her make the
adjustment to terminal illness
Long-time cliror.ic i Tine33 presents many social and emotional problems involving
discouragement, resistance to treatment, loneliness, anxiety over family affairs and
frustration, all of which require the combined services of the physician, the nurse,
me social worker, and the chaplain if the patients are to be benefitted by their stay
in the hospital or are slowly and gradually to be helped to accept the limitations of
illness. Worsen alcoholic3 have bean accepted, in some instances, as chronically ill, but
aitar a few montlis when their general physical conditions have improved, they become
iestloss and insist on discharge. As yet there is no camramity plan or service far
adequate uedical or psychiatric care available to these women except at the .iomen's
Reformatory, which very often is not the solution of their problem.
On June 30, 1950 there were 172 minor children in the wards; 117 children were in the
o!. :.dren'3 hospital wards, 22 older side and mentally deficient boys were in the men's
hospital, 13 older girl3 were in the maternity unit, 6 were in the women's hospital and
9 ncv.bom babies were in the maternity nursery a
CHILDREN
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Of the 117 children in the children's hospital, 93 were mentally defective and physically
incapacitated due to mongolism, hydrocephalus, brain injuries, malformations, other
anomalies and handicaps, and for them there is no future outside an institution. There
are on the waiting list at this time 60 applications for the admission of mentally
defective infants whose families are unable to provide for them in expensive private
boarding homes, and whose presence in their own homes are causing tragic si tuations for
the parents and other children in the fsullies . The facilities available for the care
of these children are always used to capacity. During the year it was possible to
accept 12 new patients from the waiting list. It is hoped that these children will be
transferred to the institutions of the Department of llental Health as soon as new
facilities for the care of mentally defective children are available.
The 2h babies in the well-baby nursery of the children's hospital and the 9 well babies
in the maternity nursery will be discharged either in the care of their mothers, or
will be placed at board in foster homes by the Division of Child Guardianship. Of the
total number of 172 minors, 29 are wards of the Division of Child Guardianship—27 of
y/hom are mentally defective—and 17 are wards of the Youth Service Board—15 of whom
are ^irls accepted for confinement <>
In the fall of 19U9 the Youth Service Board resumed the practice of its predecessor in
making use of the facilities of tiie hospital for all minor ailments, for diagnostic
study, and for limited treatment of children committed to, or already in, its care.
Children needing specialized service will continue to be sent to the specialized
hospitals. Seventy-three children
—
k9 girls and 2h boys—have been received for study
and treatment for such diagnoses as congenital lues, tonsillectomies, varicose veins,
pregnancy, hernia, pylitis, diabetes, hyperthyroidism, fallen arches, and rheumatic
heart disease
sar/zoas n; tils coiluiIIty
The Sub-Division of Social Service offers counsel and assistance to many ex-patients of
Tewksbury State Hospital and Infirmary who frequently come to the Central Office to talk
c :r their problems of health, aedical care, housing, employment, family situations and
their children. The social workers are constantly asked for advice and frequently visit
those who are in tlie process of rehabilitation of becoming self-sustaining individuals.
The statistical reports indicate the number of persons to whom such continuing service
has been given for short or long periods
„
The social agencies, both public and private, ask information and advice not only for
admission to Tewksbury but on social and health problems and resources for the aged, the
chronically ill, mentally and physically handicapped children, socially delinquent girls,
homeless and alcoholic men. Often as a result of these inquiries, it is determined
that a better solution of the individual's problems can be found in the resources of the
community rather than through the Social Service Division,,
Another function of the Sub-Division is to provide transportation funds to persons from
ether states who become stranded and desire to return home The greatest number of
transients are found in the Boston area. Arrangements have been worked out so tint out-
of-state investigations and verifications made by the Travelers Aid, the Family Society,
and the Courts are acceptable. Formerly, transients were either placed on public
assistance or admitted to Tewksbury while the Department was engaged in lengthy interstate
correspondence. These agreements have eliminated the need of assistance and have
facilitated the return of the person to his hone.
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FRlih'-">S Or TK...<53uT.Y
At thD invitation of the Board of Trustees in June V)hO, tv/enty-five women fro-i the
cities and towns surrounding Tewksbury were asked to meet at the hospital with the
Chair.;.an and Superintendent to organize the "Friends of Tewksbury", an auxiliary of
women v/ho would be interested in Tewksbury State Hospital and Infirmary, not only
tc !;ring extra services and entertainment to the patients but to help interpret the
function of this great general hospital to the public. A small committee was
appointed and was aslced to plan an organization meeting which took place on
November ?, 19U9 with over fifty persons present. They heard a short history of trie
Hospital and the need for an auxiliary, as presented by the Superintendent of the
Hospital, Superintendent of Nurses, and Supervisor of Social Service. The By-Laws
submitted by the Organization Coramittee were accepted and officers were elected for
the coming year. There are forty-nine charter members of the "Friends of Tewksbury"
«
At the Llay meeting of the "Friends of Tewksbury" seventy-five persons attended and heard
the reports of the winter activities „ Fifty persons had volunteered and had come
regularly once or twice a month. They have made many friendly bedside visits to the
bed-bound patients and arranged entertainments in the chapel and in the wards. These
kindly services have given much pleasure to the patients who have made new friends and
have developed new thoughts and interests. The visits by the "Friends of Tewksbury"
are looked forward to by the patients. Some of the services they have been providing
include reading to the blind and infirm, floral decorations, instruction in rug -making,
stencilling, knitting and crocheting, and assistance to the librarian, not only in
providing books at the bedside of the patients, but also by mending books and magazines
in the library itself. Various types of entertainment in the chapel and in the wards,
including chcral grasps from Phillips, Abbot, and Keith academies, have all contributed
tc the entertainment of the individual patients and to the improvement of the social
activities of the hospital.
The Administration and the patients have sincerely appreciated these many delightful
occ^3-cns and individual services and look forward to another year of friendly
servir:?,?- from the many persons who are interested to give time regularly to serve the
individual nee is of the sick and who have the vision and imagination to see that such
service can help to regain, for many, new interests in living.
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PATIENTS FLITTED TO TEWKSBURY STATE HOSPITAL AIJD INFIRMARY
JULY 1, 19U9 - June 30, 1950
OTAL POPULATION - June 30, 1950
,
Hospital
— [jen 9hO
Women 290
Boys under 15 72
Boys over 15 18
Girls under 15 h9
Girls over 15 29
Cental Wards
Men _ 117
Wbnen 26U
1767
Total LU06
Total 381
OTAL lilLl ^ OF ADl.ISSIOUS TO HOSPITAL nAKDS 1563
3iH — 120P
..onen 115
Children lh7
Births 97
otal :rtr%E?. or disciiarges 1605
^rz 1103
Women 171
Children 87
Deaths (21 insane)- 2\xk
IE of Admissions of ..oasn and Children
Under 1 yr. 13
1-6 yrs. k
7 - 1U yrs. 6
15 - 21 yrs. 69
Over 21 yrs. 115
Lseases of ..omen and Children on Admission
Under 1 yr mongolian 3; hydrocephalus 3 J microcephalus k; meningocele 1;
spina bifida 1; infancy 1.
1-6 yrs . miscellaneous diseases
7 - Ik yrs. " "
15 - 21 yrs. pregnancy 57 j abortion lj congenital lue3 lj cerebral palsy 1;
other diseases 7; mental deficiency 2„
Over 20 yrs. pregnancy hZ', multiple sclerosis 16; arteriosclerosis 39;
cancer 9; cardiac 6; cerebral thrombosis 2; epilepsy 1.
Purees of Admissions of i.omen and Children
Boards of Public welfare 91
City Institutions Dept. (3oston) 5U
Div. of Child Guardianship 10
Lscharga s - Wcmen and children
Relatives
Employment
Youth Service Board
Div. of Child Guardianship
Hental Hospitals
V/rentham State School 10
W.^.Fernald State School 3
55
h$
hi
30
16
Youth Service Board (Indistrial School) h3
iVrenthao State School — - 6
Belchsrtown 2
Belchertown State School -5
Uonson State Hospital -1
Boston Child Welfare Div. 9
Other Hospitals 2
Probation Officer 6
Boards of Public welfare (Sett.) 15
Private Agencies — 3
Left against advice 12
e of Admissions of Lien and Boys
r
1* - 20 yrs. 55
21 - 39 yrso 79
JiO - 60 yrs. 532
Over 60 yrs. 538
Diseases of .'an and Boys on Admission
~ 15 - 2*0 yrsg - -- -- -- -- - -Lliscellaneous Disease 55
21 - 39 yrs. Miscellaneous Disease 51; Alcoholism 13; T.B. 3;
Multiple Sclerosis 2; Cardiac 5; Mental lj No Disease k*
1|9 - 60 yrso Alcoholism 98 j Arter<> 59; T.B. 3; Parkinson
Cardiac 28; Arthritis 3; Cancer 23; Epilepsy 2; /
Syphilis 1; No Disease 31; Other Diseases 2C0-. '
Over 60 yrs. -Alcoholism 70; Arterio. 196; Cardiac 67; Cancer 11;
Senility hk; Blindness 1; Mental 1; No Disease h2i
Other Diseases 156.
Sources of Admissions of lien and L-oys
Boards of Public Welfare 60O
City Institutions Dept. (Boston) - — 6lU
Hospital School- 2
State Farm li
Lakeville Sanitarium
-
- 1
Grafton State Hospital 1
Youth Service Board - - - 21;
Discharges - lien and Boys
Relatives 58
Employment — 203
Old Age Assistance — 31
General Relief 19
Boards of Public i.elfare (Settled) 56
Youth Service Board 19
Mental Hospitals 3U
Rutland State Sanitarium - — - 12
Pondville Hospital 10
State Farm 8
rtrentham State School 4
Other Hospitals 13
Court 13
Probation Officers - 3
Private Agencies 3
Out of State 9
Without investigation -373
Absconded and left against advice 359
SERVICES TO MEN
Tev/ksbury State Hospital and Infirmary
Patients Receiving social service care 1091
Unrecorded services to patients _- - 3750
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SERVICES TO PERS0H5 IN TIIK C0L2IU1IITY
/oaen and Girls
:
Former patients receiving advice and assistance in the year . «.„ 303
Jtev applications received at ol'fice 3CC
Accepted for admission to T.S.H. & I. . 88
For service in community £0
Referred to public agencies , 93
" " private " 33
n
" other resources £5>
Accepted for service from D.C.G 13
" « « «» Y.S.B 9
n
" agencies for transportation 37
33B"
'OTAL 691
Si
Former patients receiving advice and assistance in the year 320
Applications received at office . 89I;
" " from B.P.W 222
" n n private agencies 150
" 11 11 court h
"
" " individuals 53
Accepted for admission to T.S.H. & 1 215
Referred to local B.P.Vv IhX
" " private agencies 91
" " court h
Accepted for transportation to other States lU
'OTAL 121U
pplications received at City Institutions Department 510
Accepted for admission to T.S.K. L 1 5hk
Referred to local B.P.Y.. - settlement adcnoY/ledged 98
n for G.L. to B.P..V 37
" to private agencies h3
" to Veterans' n^enciss 32
" to relatives 7
" to employment 9
" to Travelers ' Aid IlO
OTAL e 810
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SUBDIYISI01! OF APPEALS
Tiie Subdivision of Appeals is charged with the responsibility for conducting fair
hearings and rendering decisions as required by the Social Security Act, and
Chapter 118 and Chapter 110A of the General Laws of Massachusetts, affecting the
categories of Old Age Assistance and Aid to Dependent Children. During the year a
total of 216° appeals were filed by applicants for and recipients of aid under the
two programs—18?1 in Old Age Assistance and 270 in Aid to Dependent Children. This
is an increase of 13% in Old Age Assistance and 3l£ in Aid to Dependent Children over
the figures for the prior year. In Old Age Assistance, 1165 decisions were rendered
and of this number approximately 2h»5% were approved. This is a lcv:er average of
approvals than in previous years. In Aid to Dependent Children, 19h decisions were
rendered and of this number 31
.
9% were approved. This is about tiie average figure of
prior years in this category of relief.
One noticeable factor during the past year was the large increase in the number of
cases involving the difficult problems cf transfers of property, both real and
personal, disposal of real and personal property, and the situation requiring an explana-
tion of the disposal of funds, either personal property or cash from the :aale of real
property within the five years prior to the date of application. The increase in these
types of cases would appear to be prevalent not only in Massachusetts, but on a nation-
wide basis, as bulletins issued by the Federal Security Agency show that the same
pattern is occurring in nearly every section of the country. The agencies charged with
the responsibility of administering the programs of Old Age Assistance and Aid to
Dependent Children have progressed to the point where the ordinary case presents very
little difficulty, but the technical factors involved in the different phases of disposal
of property (real and personal) results in a situation which eventually is cleared only
through the appeal process. It would appear that the Subdivision of Appeals will face
an increasing numler of these difficult cases which are technical and time-consuming, and
can only be solved by considerable study and effort on the part of the referee assigned
to such cases.
The following are the statistics relative to the appeals for the year ending June 1950.
These statistics show interesting trends and bear out the contention that the local
administrative agencies have been functioning well as the percentage of approvals viiich
countermand the action of local boards are very low in comparison with the total number .
of appeals receivedo
OLD AGS ASSISTANCE APPEALS Chapter 118A, Sec. 3
NUMBER OF APPEALS PENDING JUNE 30, 19h9
NUMBER 0? APPEALS RECEIVED DURING ABOVE PERIOD
20h
18 ?1
NUMBER OF APPEALS SCHEDULED FOR HEARING
NULEsSR OF HEARINGS HELD
1705
mio
APPEALS ACTED UPON:
DENIED
APPROVED
WITHDRAWN (Prior to hearing)
DID NUT APPEAR at scheduled hearing
CLOSED for various reasons
DIED
(At hearing)
879
286
358
2h5
62
U9
8
CASES DISPOSED 1837
NUMBER OF APPEALS PENDING JUNE 30, 1?50 208
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REASOIIS FOR DEIHALS DY SUBDIVISION Or /WEALS
:
Present allotment neets budget of need l^iii
Sufficient resources IhS
Excessive resources U;
.Transfer of property (real and personal) 67
Unsatisfactory explanation of the expenditure of funds 107
Lack of proof of essentials (age, citizenship and residence) h,2
Not deserving 13
Request for retroactive payment 7
Fraud 3
Ownership of property upon which neb residing 11
Hot in need 15
Other 11
TOTAL 879
AID TO DEPENDENT CHILDREN Chapter 118, Sec. 8
NUU3ER OF APPEALS PENDING JUNE 30, 19U9 27
NUISER OF \PPEALS RECEIVED DURING ABOVE PERIOD 278
NUMBER OF APPEALS SCHEDULED FOR HEARING 270
NUMBER OF HEARINGS HELD 227
APPEALS ACTED UPON
DENIED 132
APPROVED 62
wrTHDRAkVN (Prior to hearing) 1*0
(At hearing) 19
DID NOT APPEAR at a scheduled hearing 7
CLOSED for various reasons 10
CASES DISPOSED "575"
NUMBER OF APPEALS PENDING JUNE 30, 1950 35
REASONS FOR DENL.LS DY SUBDIVISIOIT OF .d'PSALS:
Present al?i.otaent meets budget of need 67
Excess personal property 5
Unsatisfactory explanation of expenditure of funds 5
Sufficient resources 16
Failure to cooperate with local agency 2
Question of fitness of parent
Hot deprived of parental support 6
TOTAL 109
ANNUAL REPORT
FOR THE TSAR ENDING June 30, 19$0
BUREAU Or' RESEARCH AND STATISTICS
INSPECTION OF LOCAL INFIRMARIES
INSPECTION OF PUBLIC LODGING HOUSES
RSCOIi NIDATIONS FOR LEGISLATION
BUREAU OF RESEARCH A! ID STATISTICS
Tie function of the Bureau of Research and Statistics is to collect, compile, analyze,
and publish statistical data relative to the various public assistance programs
adairistered or supervised by the Department. Tho type of data falls into two principal
classes, routine and special. Included in the first class are the monthly, semi-annual,
ajid annual reports required by the Federal Security Agency in connection rn.Ui the
administration of Titles I and IV of the Social Security Act - "Grants to States for Old
Age ..S3i3tar.ee" and "Grants for Aid to Dependent Children", respectively. In this group
also are all reports on the General Kelief program, acbinisterod under the la vis of the
Cooticr ealth and the regulations of the Department of Public Welfare.
The second class comprises special researcii projects ani ir.ore detailed studies in
particular fields of need, developed either for use by the Department or the Social Securit
ioard or in response to requests by lecal communities or by such organisations as chambers
of commerce, tax-payers associations, private wel fare agencies, and universities. Other
special reports provide information pertinent to the probable effect on the case load
and the estimated cost to the Federal, State and local agencies of various bills filed
before the Legislature.,
Nan - among the special studies for the fiscal year ending: June 30, 19?0 are the
following:
A « relating to Public Assistance Programs
A study reviewing interviews as reported to the Department by cities
and toons for June, July, and August 19u9. This study was made for
the purpose of examining the result of the work unit method of cost'
allocation under the new plan initiated July I, 19a9»
A study of the costs of medical care for recipients o£ Old Age
Assistance in Massachusetts including detailed analyses of hospital
cas 3, physicians 1 services, visiting nurse care, out-patient depart-
ment visits, and miscellaneous medical services,,
A cost analysis tc determine whether for certain ciuronic hospitals
a higher per diem rate should be established for public assistance
patients.
A study of the effect in amount of Federal, State, arid local shares
of public assistance payments by a change in the Federal matching
as proposed in K R 6000.
A study of the number of Old Age Assistance recipients living cutsids
of "Massachusetts in February 1950, relative to the Department's
entering into reciprocal agreements with other States.
A study of a sample of Old Age assistance recipients accepted during
-vpril 19k? and still active in '.-arch 1950 to determine uhe proportion
in receipt of Old Age and Survivors Insurance benefits, the effect
of proposed liberalisation of Old Age and Survivors Insurance benefits
on their Old Age .issistance status^ A further study was made of those
recipients who »vare not Old Age and Survivors beneficiaries to discover
why they were ineligible, involving for those ^«ho had been
employed a complete review of employment history from 1937 through
the date of last employment. This is part of a nationwide study
undertaken by the Social Security Administration.
E. Relating to the Division of Child Guartiianship
An evaluation of the work of the Boston Office deception Unit to
provide a basis for discussion of its continued operation a3 a
separate unit.
An analysis of families wanting to adopt children and of children
ready for adoption to uncover the difficulties in placing children
for adoption by matciiing certain characteristics*
Sonfi observations on the inroads into professional time made by
clerical work required of social workers,,
An inquiry of the advantages of establishing an inclusive rate of
payments to foster mothers based on budgeted need3 of a child.
A count of institutional placements by visitor and institution as
a basis of discussion to transfer placement responsibility to the
district office in or near which the institution lies.
C . General
The publishing of a monthly bulletin, entitled "Massachusetts
Aelfare", supplying statistical data on Old Age Assistance, Aid
to Dependent Children, General Keliaf and State services to
children. This bulletin resumes and takes the place of the former
semi-annual and annual bulletin covering the sa-ce subjects
„
A survey of salaries and working conditions in social work positions
in Public ..elfare Agencies in cooperation with the Bureau of Labor
Statistics and Federal Security Agency.
Statistical Data on Public 'assistance for the fiscal year ending June 30> 1950
rhe number of cases receiving assistance in each of the three categories continued to
rise following the trend which began in August 19U5. Assistance expenditures also
increased, due in part to the increase in case loads and in part to the granting of
four dollars per month to Old Age Assistance cases for leisure time activities beginning
in Dec e-bar 19h?>
3 ,r/
.
\?.Y Of PUDLIC A3SI3TA?:0r; PCE TKS Y£AR jfllDITO JUNE 30, 1950
Expenditure
Average monthly Administration
case lead payment Total Assistance (State and Local)
Total S xxx £LL7 928 118 till 150 872 $6 777 2U6
07 C69 3 63o8U 80 030 852 76 06U 997 h 01$ 855W 12 738 113.50 18 Shh 2hZ 17 607 7u0 936 502
2u l t03 53o06 19 303 02U 17 U73 135 1 82U 809
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A COMPARISON OF PUBLIC ASSISTANCE CASE LOADS AND EXPENDITURES FOR THE FISCAL YEAR
ENDING JUNE 30, 19U0 and JUNE 30, 1950
Average Monthly Case Loads
Category
Year ending Change
June 30, 1950 June 30, 19U9 Case load Parcent
Old Ace Assistance
Aid to Dependent Children
General Relief
97 369
12 738
2k U03
91 119
10 878
18 U75
*6 750
1 860
5 928
7Jl
17.1
32 ol
y
Total Direct and Indirect
2/
Expenditures
Category
Year ending Change
June 30, 1950 June 30, 19U9 Expenditure Percent
Total
Old Age Assistance
Aid to Dependent Children
General Relief
$111 150 872
76 06h 997
17 607 7U0
17 U78 135
$92 5lU 225
65 766 516
11* 532 597
12 215 112
$18 636 61*7
+ 10 298 1*81
+ 3 075 Ut3
5 263 023
20,1
+ I5c7
21.2
1:3*1
3/
Average nonthly payment per case
Category
Year ending Change
June 30, 1950 June 30, 19h? Anrt. per casa Percent
Old Age Assistance
Aid to Dependent Children
General Relief
063 *Qh
113 o50
53o06
$ 59.35
110.1*6
&,U9
3=01*
U.59
7o6
2 8
9.5
l/ Direct payments are those oads to individual recipients,
2/ Indirect payments are those sade to vendors for goods or services rendered recipients
3/ 0.A.A.-A.D.C. based on direct expsndituresj G.R. -based on the total of direct
expenditures and indirect expenditures for maintenance
.
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A CCCTARISOM OF FEDERAL, STATii AID LOCAL PARTICIPATIOTI IK PUBLIC ASSISTANCE
EXPfi'TDITURiSS FOR TILi FISCAL ESARS iSlDEJC JUNE 30, 19i*9 AIID JUIIS 30, 1950
Estimated Participation
Tear ending
ChangeJune 30, June 30, 191*9
Amount Percent Amount Percent Amount Percer."
Thres categories
Total $111 150 872 100.0 m 511* 225 lOOoO 18 636 6hl 20.1
Federal 38 561* 911* 3l*o7 33 730 803 36.5 + 1* 831* 111 U*.3
State 1*0 551; 36.5 33 212 075 1< 7 3U2 392 22.1
Local 32 031 1*91 28.8 25 571 31*7 27.6 6 U60 lUU 25 oi
Old Age Assistance
Total 76 061* 997 100.0 65 766 516 100.0 + 10 290 1*81 15 < 7
Federal 33 5oi* 377 29 565 552 U5.o + 3 938 525 -13.3
State 30 769 1*70 1*0.5 25 582 015 38,9 + 5 187 1*55 20,3
Local 11 791 150 15.5 10 618 91*9 16.1 + l 172 201 11.0
Aid to Dependent ChiIdren
Total 17 607 71*0 100.0 11* 532 597 100.0 + 3 C75 11*3 + 21.2
Federal 5 060 537 28.8 U 165 251 28.7 + 895 236 21.5
State 5 869 21*7 33.3 1* 81*1* 199 33.3 1 025 oua 21,2
Local 6 677 956 37.9 5 523 11*7 38,0 + 1 151 809 20o9
General Relief
Total 17 1*78 135 100.0 12 215 112 100.0 5 263 023 * 1*3,1
Federal 0.0 o.c 0.C
State 3 915 750 22.1* 2 785 861 22.8 1 129 839 - 1*0,6
Local 13 562 385 77.6 9 1*29 251 77.2 + 1* 133 131 U3.8
AMNISTRATIVE EXPCIDITUF.S DURING THE FISCAL YEAR EIIDING JUNE 30, 1950
A, By category
Total State Office T_^-a1 Of fitAAA* t±JL VI X 1 (
Total $6 777 2U6 $857 810 05 919 136
Old Age Assistance h 015 855 591 997 3 U23 858
Aid to Dependent Children 936 502 16U 0U6 772 U56
General Relief!/ 1 821* 889 101 767 1 723 122
B. By item of expense Amount Percent
Total $6 777 2U6 100.0
Salaries 5 798 059 85.6
Other current expense 921 570 13.6
Purchase of plant and equipment 57 617 .8
C. By participation Amount Percent
Total $6 777 2U6 100.0
Federal 2 U56 750 36.3
State U82 7Uh 7.1
Local 3 837 752 56,6
1/ Partially estimated
2/ Overstated. All non-natchable expenses on Old Age Assistance and Aid to
> Dependent Children for July-December are included
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RKASOMS FOR OPENIX: PUBLIC ASSISTANCE CASES FCFi THE FISCAL YEAR ENDING JUNE 30, 1950
Total Cases Opened
O.A.A. A. D.C. O.K.
Reasons for Opening Number Percent Number Percent Niriber Percent
Total cases opened 20 753 100.0 5 098 100.0 39 O03 100.0
A. Change in economic
circumstances during
last six months
because of
1. Discontinuance of un-
employment compensa-
tion benefits to per-
sons in home
1 192 5.7 7U lo5 2 738 7.0
2. Loss of employment or
decreased earnings of
person in home
o loo t/oO 1 301 25.5 1.04 £6 3
3. Loss or decrease of
contributions from
persons outside home
1 3U5 6o5 l61i 3.2 688 1.8
ho Loss of wage-earner by
death or absence
265 1.3 2 U31 U7.7 2 157 5.5
5. Loss of military bene-
fits by person in home
t
•z> 2k .5 222 .6
6. Depletion of savings 7 £nh 36 2 197 3.8 2 113
7. Other G63 Uo2 11*3 2.8 3 121 3.0
D. No material change in
Economic Circumstances
during last six months
1. Attained technical
eligibility
1 916 9.2 263 5.2 U9 .1
2. Discontinuance of
another type of public
or private aid
621; 3.0 312 h.l 531; loli
Other 755 3o6 289 5c7 1 522 3.9
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R£AS0N3 FOR CLOSING PUBLIC ASSISTANCE CASES FCR THE FISCAL YEAR ENDING JUNE 30, 1?50
Total Cases Closed
O.A. A. A.D.C. O.K.
Reasons for Closing Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent
Total cases closed 12 82$ 100.0 3 101 100.0 36 130 100.0
Death 8 61$ 67,2 U2 1.2 1 001 2o8
Employment 638 $o0 905 26o$
Support by remarriage
of parent
1$6 Uo6
)
Receipt of liilitary
benefits
Increased support from
persons in or out of
home
20
$89
.2
U.6
27
267
.8
7o8
> 22 308
J
'
61=6
Loss of eligibility lor
reasons other than de-
creased need
690 1 337 39o2 ^
Admitted to
institution
892 6,9 6$ 1.9 1 U99 U.1
Receipt of other public
or private aid
2U8 1.9 $U 1.6 h 219 11.7
Receipt of aid from
another State
$81 U.5 19U $o7
Other reason $52 U.3 361* 10,7 7 153 19.8
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INSPECTION OF LOCAL INFIRMARIES
The General Lots provide in sections 77 and 22 of Chapter 121 that the Department shall
inspect all local infirmaries annually and send to the local board of public welfare a
report of the inspection. The Department inspectors, xtho are registered nurse3, visited
each local infirmary in the Commonwealth.
At the close of the fiscal year there were 72 local infirmaries in operation. Included
in this number is the Infirmary Section of the Springfield Municipal Hospital, Since
this hospital is licensed by the Department of Public Health, it had been dropped fro.:
the list of infirmaries to be inspected. However, the Department of Public Health asked
the Department to continue to inspect the section of the institution used exclusively
as the City Infirmary. The Long Island Hospital in Boston is no longer included a3 an
infirmary. The Town Infirmaries of Brookline and Townsend were closed during this
fiscal year.
During the course of the inspection, many improvements -sere noted in the available faciliti
most of which were of a .minor nature. There still remains a large area fcr improvement
and development.
The report of the inspection submitted to the local board of public welf are includes
suggestions and recommendations for improvement. However, the Department has no authority
under the law to enforce its recommendations nor jurisdiction whan deviations from law
or the usual accepted standards for safety or sanitation are encountered»
The following are among the most often repeated suggestions contained in our reports to
local boards of public welfare: "General plant improvements appear necessary1*; "the
presence of chronically ill patients suggests the need for additional trains:: personnel"
;
"additional fire prevention precautions and more regular inspections by the Fire Depart-
ment" ; "use of surplus commodities available from the Federal Government would tend be
Improve the menus without increasing the cost"; and "more expensive us" of occupational
and recreational facilities or the establishment of then!'.
Each year it becomes more apparent that the assig-nment of a social worker to the
Infirmary wouli prove beneficial both to the cities and towns ana the inmates. A social
worker on a full-time or part-time basis alight prove beneficial in rehabilitate,
of the younger and able-bodied inmates and would undoubtedly alleviate a situation
brought on by evictions which is reaching in some instances a point of public shame.
In the past few years evicted families including many children have been herded into
infirmaries for the lack of othsr shelter on a strictly temporary basis, -iany of these
families have had no success in obtaining housing and have remained for periods in excess
of a year and in some instances eviction proceeding s have been employed by the town
officials. The conditions under which families and especially children are required to
live in some infirmaries is deplorable. A social worker familiar with the resources of
the community .;ould be able to offer these families the. encouragement and guidance they
need in overcoming the demoralizing situation into which they have been placed through
no fault of their own. It appears that a more active approach to the problem both by
the cities and towns and the families would bring about an earlier solution.
Infirmary superintendents and local authorities have been made aware of the changes
anticipated in the Social Security Act which will permit the payment of Old Age Assistance
to patients in public medical institutions. Such a change is contained in Federal House
hill No. 6000 which has been accepted oj the lower house and wiiich mil undoubtedly be
passed later in the current session by the U.S. Senate. As the bill is row written, the
indication is that not all persons in public institutions will be eligible cut only those
who are receiving medical care
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Since ire are considering the possibilities under a bill not yet enacted into law, it
is not possible to forecast the contents of tlie finally enacted bill nor the interpre-
itations to be placed thereon by the Federal Security Agency. Nonetheless, cities and
tovms operating infirmaries should be making plans for the improvement of facilities
and medical services against the day when they might qualify to receive recipients of
Old Age Assistance,
In this connection it is interesting to note that of the 7U infirmaries visited, only
23 employed a registered or graduate nurse. Only 13 of the infirmaries enjploying at
least one nurse accept bed patients; while 7 infirmaries with no nursing staffs accept
bed patients. The acceptance of bed patients in institutions which do not employ a
nursing staff is a highly questionable practice.
An additional conclusion reached as a result of these inspections is that costs are
naking it impracticable to operate a small infirmary effectively and efficiently,
ilore emphasis should be put upon the establishment of large regional infirmaries to be
shared by a number of towns such as the infirmary in Charlton now operated jointly by
26 communities.
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Capacity, Largest Census and Percentage of Occupancy in the 7U Local
Infirmaries in Iiassachusetts, for the Fiscal Year
1950
Largest /Percentage
.iflrmary Capacity Censusj/ Occupancy Infirmary Largest PercentageCapacity Census
rial U670 3606 78.9
ndover 12 10 83.3 *New Bedford 220 mo 63.6
bhol 15 16 106.7 ttftewburyport U8 32 66.7
ttleboro 26 20 76,9 *Ifewton hi 29 70.7
far 7 U 57.1 North xidaras 37 30 01.1
arnstable Uo 13 32.5 North Andover 12 10 03 = 3
irre 10 18 100.0 *Nortn Attleboro 21 20 95.2
, ft /
3verly£/ 23 23 100.0 North 3rookfield 16 15 93,8
raintree
,
17 6 Northa'opton 28 29 103 06
rooklineJ/ 25 20 80.0 Northbridge 35 20 57 .1
abridge 2U1 203 86,3 Palmer 18 la 77.8
jnarlton 53 a2 79.2 Peabody 50 hO 30,0
iiicopee 1U0
nil
llll 81. U Pittsfield 100 96 96,0
Linton 20 19 95.0 Plymouth 30 12 UO.O
sdham 2k 20 83.3 Provincetown Hi 7 50,0
asthaapiion 31 15 c<fdincy UU 20 •63,6
airhaven T I.la 13 92.9 Rockland 36 26 72.-2
ill Uiver 300 223 7iio3 *Salem 75 75 100:0
alnouth 12 10 83.3 Somerset 8 U 50,0
Itchburg 60 59 98.3 sSomerville 70 68 97,1
Loucester 65 5U 83.1 South Hadley 18 111 77>8
iverhill 75 72 96,0 Southbridge 22 16 01,8
uyoke 132 132 100*0 Spencer 20 13 65.0
wrence 250 171 68.U Springfield 23a 179 76,5
loainster 50 25 50.0 Stonehaia 30 22 73.3
••.veil 5oo 329 65.3 *Taunton 65 U3 73.5
Tin lp7 153 97^5 TovmsanoV/ 10 U Uo.c
lden 75 58 77 o3 Uxbridge 21 19 90,5
nchester 12 10 83.3 Wakefield 25 20 80.0
jrblehead 20 15 75.0 -«it/altham 7a 71 95.9
irlboro 30 28 93.3 Ware 2h la 56.3
irshfield 19 8 U2.1 kiatertov/n 16 13 81,3
Jdford 50 U0 80.0 .Vebster U5 Uo 08,9
Jthuen Uo 27 67.5 Wastfield 50 29 58,C
Lddleboro 30 27 90.0 nestford 11* Hi 100 oO
LITcrd U6 U6 100,0 *«estport 9 7 77,5
>nson 16 10 62.5 uoburn 20 lo 90.
intucket U0 21 52.5 'Worcester 305 367 95,3
' Evicted families temporarily housed not included in census
' fceverly had facilities for 65 before the fire
' Brockline and Townsend have been closed since visit
Have bed patients
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jd capacity and vacancy rate in infirmaries, by welfare districts*, on day of visit
;lfare District
Infirmaries Number of beds
Number Capacity Occupied Vacant
ie State 7h 1*670 3065 1605 3UoU
ofrHr«+ T 12 828 £0»U
«• ITJ.JL 17 8^
" III
_L A 13 1176 7^0 "J 7 O
n TV
J- T 10 JiOli
l v 10 312 151 161 5lo6
I vi 9 657 362 295
" VII 3 336 218 118 35.1
As before re-organization, Llay 1950
d capacity of infirmaries
nber of Infirmaries
Infirmaries with bed capacity
under 15
beds
15 under
25 beds
25 under
50 beds
50 under
100 beds
100 under
200 beds
200 beds
and over
Ik 11 19 20 13 h 7
3 proups of infirmary residents on day of visit
Age
Pnder 21 21 thru U9 50 thru 6U 65 5c over age unknown*
0.2 10o9 30.3 5UoO 3o7
*Chicopee figures unavailable
Lber of persons in infirmaries on the day of visit with specified status in
lation to 0AA and 0ASI
tal number
persons
Former recipients of 0AA Possible recipients of 0AA Recipients of 0ASI
Number percent Number percent Number percent
2951 * 229 7o8 272 9c2 97
-
3.3
r
Jhicopee omitted
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INSPECTION OF PUBLIC LODGING HOUSES AND WAYFARERS' LODGES
The Department is required by law to inspect annually all public lodging houses and
wayfarers' lodges in the Commonwealth. A public lodging house is defined as any building
not licensed as an Inn, with a capacity for ten or more persons where lodging is furnished
at a rate of fifty cents or less per day, or where a person can work for the service
received. A wayfarers' lodge is a building where needy persons are provided with a place
to sleep or are fed. The Department has the responsibility of inspecting these lodges and
may submit reports of their findings to the Superintendent or trustees of the organizations.
However, there is no authority to enforce compliance when a deviation from law or accepted
standards of cleanliness is foundo
Ihere are seventeen lodges in Llassachusetts, eleven of which are in the City of Boston.
There are only two temporary shelters for women in the Commonwealth, both of which are
in Boston. One is the Temporary Home for Women, operated by the City of Boston, and has
been utilized during, the housing shortage as a shelter for women and children who have been
evicted. The other, the Rutland Corner House, is a privately operated home. Each
institution has received a report of the inspection conducted during this fiscal year*
The most noticeable improvement in tlie Commonwealth has been the complete renovation of the
Rufus B. Dawes Hotel in Boston. The original benefactor donated $11,000. for this work to
the new management which is operating the shelter in conjunction with the Boston Industrial
Home. The Dawes Hotel new offers facilities for 275 men at a rate of 25tf a night. In
addition to extensive redecorating and painting, new mattresses, pillows, adequate bed
linen and blankets have made the dormitories clean and comfortable. The bathing facilities
have been expanded and modernized. The new management, which is alert and sympathetic to
the needs of the homeless, is planning an employment service, a snack bar, and entertainment
and recreational facilities.
The Boston Tv'ayfarers ' Lodge
,
operated by the City of Boston, is a clean, well-conducted
shelter, with accommodations for 175 men. The Lodge does not serve meals but has developed
a system of meal tickets for use at a nearby restaurant. A much larger lodge could be
used as these facilities are greatly over-taxed during the winter months and frequently as
:aany as 100 men a day are referred to the Dawes Hotel at city expense.
Two homes for seafaring men in Boston provide lodging accommodations for 100. In addition,
these centers have cafeterias and recreational facilities. The Salvation Army has four
well-equipped buildings, three of which located in Boston, Worcester, and Springfield
accommodate in excess of 100 men each, while the shelter in Brockton has a capacity of 33 •
In addition to lodging and cafeteria service, the Salvation Army also provides employment
in its industrial shops since their main objective is towards rehabilitation and self-support -
There are 3ix Llission Shelters, three in Boston, one each in New Bedford, Worcester, and
Springfield.
In the course of its work the Department has requested inspections by the local building
and fire departments. We are most grateful for their wholehearted support. It is only
Through their cooperation that we are able to report that each shelter has been inspected
by both the local building and fire departments. There has been a narked improvement in
the facilities since the last inspection. Most of the renovating, repairing and painting
has been on a small scale. Some shelters have added recreational facilities and have
inaugurated discussion groups. There is still need, however, for more renovating, painting
and replacement of furniture which, because of its constant use, becomes rundown rather
quickly. These inspections, together with those of the building and fire departments, have
done much to arouse the managements to the full nature of their responsibility in operating
a shelter, both to the individual served and the cojaiiunity at large. There is need, however,
for greater public concern far this segment of the population and a greater interest in what
is being done for the homeless and the transients
«
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HjjCOMMljjnAgOKS FOR Li-jGISLATION
The following recommendations for legislation, together with drafts of bills
embodying the legislation recommended, were filed with the Secretary of State
on November 1, 1950 in accordance with the provisions of Section 33 of Chapter 30
of the General Laws. These drafts were submitted to the Counsel for the iiouse as
required by law.
1. All ACT RELATIVE TJ Pr-RSJlLYL PnOPUtlY Or APPLICANTS FOR JLD AGu
ASSISTANCE.
This bill will clarify the meaning of Section 5A of the Old
Age Assistance law which was added by Chapter 622 of the Acts
of 19h9* The present law merely specifies ownership of bank
deposits and raises a question of whether an applicant may
retain sums of cash not on deposit or other liquidable assets,
such as stocks and uonds, within the limitation set in the law.
2. AN ACT RELATIVE TJ RESIDENCE REQUIREMENTS ON AID TO DEPciJDiJJT
CHILDREN.
This legislation is necessary to bring the Aid to Dependent
Children law into conformity with a new requirement of the
Social Security Act. The change is designed primarily to
prevent denial of aid in cases where the child of parents
normally residents in the state happens to be born across the
state line - as frequently happens in large metropolitan areas
bordering or near state boundaries. It would also prevent
denial of aid where the infant is living with some relative
other than his mother if the relative resided in the state
for the year preceding the birth of the child.
3. all act illative tj til, i*ayi.!:ut of accounts against the
co:.:oi:wealtii.
Under the present law there is some question of whether the
Department, once having paid a claim under this Cliapter, can
make an adjustment on a subsequent claim. It is imperative
that cities and towns be reimbursed as soon as possible since
some of tlie monies involved were expended more than a year
before the claim was filed. However, it is physically impossible
to complete a final audit before these claims are paid. This
amendment will enable the Department to continue to pay the
claims as presented and still be able to reclaim any amounts
necessary alter the final audit. It will bring the General
Relief law into conformity with the Old Afee assistance and Aid
to Dependent Children laws in this respect.
k* AN ACT RELATIVE TJ THji PLACEMENT OF CHILDREN IN THE CARE OF
THE DEPART*!idJT OF PUBLIC V, ELF A RE.
This proposed legislation will permit the Department broader
discretion in connection with loster home placement oi
children in its care. Because of the present restrictions
in the law the Department is frequently unable to place
cldldren in highly desirable iacilitijs where special services
are available for children who require special care because of
emotional or behavior problems.
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TIIK CO^.ONWEALTH OF nASSACIIUSETTS
In the Year One Thousand h'ine Hundred ?.nd Fifty-One
AN ACT uUiTLVb TO PiitSOHAL PRuPLRTY. uF APPLICANT^ FGiC OLD AGb ASSISTANCE
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of representatives in General
Court assembled, and by the authority of the same, as follows:
Chapter 118a of the General Laws is hereby amended by striking out
section 5A, inserted by chapter 622 of the acts of 19h9 and inserting in
place thereof the following:- Section 5A » Ownership of bank deposits,
securities, cash on hand, or other liquidable assets not exceeding in the
aggregate five hundred dollars shall not disqualify an applicant from
receiving assistance under this chapter, and the joint ownersiiip of bank
deposits, securities, cash on hand, or other liquidable assets by a husband
and wife not exceeding in the aggregate one thousand dollars shall not dis-
qualify them from receiving such assistance.
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THE COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS
In the Year One Thousand Nine Hundred and fifty-One
AN ACT RELATIVE TO RESIDENCE REQUIREMENTS ON AID TO DEPENDENT CHILDREN
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives in General
Court assembled, and by the authority of the sane, as follows:
Section 2 of chapter 118 of the General Laws, as amended by chapter
liXQ of the acts of I9I4O, is hereby further amended by striking out the
first sentence and inserting in place thereof the following sentence :-
In every town the board of public welfare, subject to the supervision of
the department and in compliance with the rules and regulations adopted
by the department pursuant to the provisions of this chapter, shall aid
every parent in properly bringing up, in his or her own home, each dependent
child if such parent is fit to bring up such child, but no aid shall be
granted under this chapter for or on account of any child unless (1) such
child has resided in the commonwealth one year immediately preceding the
application for such aid, or (2) such child was born within one year
immediately preceding such application, if its parent has resided in the
commonwealth for one year immediately preceding the birth e
THr, COK.-OKI.'JILTH OF !.1AS; ACJ1USKTTS
In the Year One Thousand Iline Hundred and Fifty-One
AN ACT RELATIVE TO Tlli, PAYLuJIT OF ACCOUNTS AGAINST TUB COlTliONhiiALTH.
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives in General
Court assembled, and by the authority of the sane, as follows:
Section 1*2 of chapter 121 of the General Laws, as amended by
chapter U06 of the acts of 19ia> is hereby further amended by adding
at the end the following two sentences:- The approval of accounts by
the department under this section shall have tlie effect of a provisional
pre-audit of such accounts and reimbursement based thereon shall be
subject to verification and adjustment by the department. Such adjust-
ments shall be made by reducing or increasing any subsequent reimburse-
ments under this section by the amount of such adjustment.
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THE COMMONWEALTH Of LiASSACHU SETTS
In the Year One Thousand Nine Hundred and Fifty-One
All ACT RELATIVE TO TIL, PLACEtUIT OF CHILDREN IK TIIL CARS OF THE DEPARTHiNT
OF PULLIC WELFARE.
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives in General
Court assembled, and by the authority of the sane, as follows:
Chapter 119 of the General Laws is hereby amended by striking out
section 39 and inserting in place thereof the following section:-
SECTIOI139. CHILDREN PLACED BY THE DEPARTMENT. Children in the care or
custody of the department shall be placed in private families or other
suitable places which the department considers in the best interest of
the child.
PART II
PRIVATE CHARITABLE CORPORATIONS
Annual Report for the Year Ending June 30, 1950
PART II
rHIVATE CHARITABLE CORPORATIONS
r»trick A. Tompkins, Comnissioner
Supervisors
Miss Florence G. Dickson }Sr3 ' Muriel A. Leary
Miss Hary C. Robinson
Government supervision Massachusetts charitable corporations is specifically
provided in three legislate* •iwctaeots, the first of which requires the Department
of Public Welfare to invest' e* K ° aFPlications "or charitable charters, while the second
and third call for annual iWcti°n ff1 reporting. Massachusetts statutes also
give certain regulatory a^ r,^ ' ^ ^ the Department in relation to foreign charitable
corporations and unincorpor*^ 1 °££ta"* t™t8 ' J* ^ annual returns are required
to be filed by agencies fill*'* *th? *hese two Catfg^s ' I» ^ following pages of
this part of ^report the *' ,ont of the ?e&r 9 wrk relation to these several
statutes is shown.
INVESTIGATION CF '• >
UllTABLE ORGANIZATIONS SEEKING INCORPORATION
General Laws CTe Ed ; Chapter ISO, section 6, as amended, provides that the
n .
1
f . . *. . ' «ive a public hearing, and report its findings to the
Department shall investigate, - f. 4 , v t.
„ *L . . c „ .f" Taxation, in the case of societies presenting aCommissioner of Corporation*: . . .... . „ . K . . ^
. . , * i.w 4 ...li 1.1 cation for a certificate of incorporation,charitable purpose in their »H
t <iai a . ory amendment was approved by the Legislature which
. ~„
949
*f i°^r^ f )=- Ceparteeot with regard to the incorporation ofSS«Sf '<W 6« of the ActS of 1949 created section 6A of Chapter
uS^Sl Setion'ma^ ' ' for th« Commissioner of Corporations ano
ted
our Advisory Board in the wt^' in"ciude~a^ng\heir corporat^^^es:-
in the law are those corpora
t or their placing out or boarding out Qr their
-the care of minor chiUren
t J maintenance of any ho3pital, infirmary,
care in a camp, or the ©stab)
< Qr ^3^^^ fop convalescent, invalid, aged or
dispensary, or clinic, or any
^^ant provision in this new legislation concerns
Indigent persons". Another
charitabl<5 corporation and, briefly, requires that
a proposed change of P^fpoeo •
oljowing M a new or additional purpose any of the above
before approving a certificate
of Corporations and Taxation must submit the applica-
nt^ purposes, the Commissi^ ^ i^ugstion ^ public faring prescribed fortion to the Department for th
^ldation of the Advisory Board as to the desirability
new incorporations. The reco«" be folloved b the Commissioner of Corporations and
of allowing the change must o' n
Taxation.
During the year ending June 30, 1950, 30 applications for charters have been
referred to the Department wider the provisions of these statutes. The Departm-mt
has completed its investigation, given hearings and reported on 36 applications for
new charters, including 10 received prior to the beginning of the year. Action ha3
been taken by the Cojcnissioner of Corporations and Taxation on 21 applications, as
listed below. All these have been approved and charters issued.
Acadia Associates Inc.
Auburn Masonic Charitable Association, Inc.
Fall Pdver United Jewish Appeal, Inc.
Forest Research Foundation
Foundation for the Study and Treatment of Thoracic and Related Diseas
Francis Ouimet Caddie Scholarship Fund, Inc.
Fred Harris Daniels Foundation, Inc.
Hachnosas Orehim of Brockton
Little Sisters of the Assumption, Inc.
Medford Lion's Charity Fund, Inc.
New England Fund for Needy Families, Inc.
Parmenter Health Center, Incorporated
Rainbow Camp of Massachusetts, Inc.
Riggs Clinic, Inc.
Sons of Divine Providence, Inc.
Springfield Jewish Community Center, Inc.
The Dover Foundation, Inc.
The Stanley Park of Westfield, Inc.
Watuppa Foundation, Inc.
Wesson Hospitals United Building Funds, Inc.
Women's Rest Tour Association, Inc.
One additional petition has been acted upon by the Commissioner of Corporations
and Taxation, and charter denied. This is the Remis Charitable Foundation.
SUPERVISION OF MASSACHUSETTS CHARITABLE CORPORATIONS
General Laws (Ter. Ed.), Chapter 121, section 7, requires the Department of
Public Welfare, upon the request or with the consent of a charitable corporation,
to make annual inspection or investigation of such corporation.
During the past year supervision of incorporated charities has been continued
through visits and conferences by the supervisors. There have been 95 inspections
involving many consultations and visits to institutions.
There have been 644 inquiries regarding particular charities and general
matters pertaining to the field of private charity.
ANNUAL REPORTS OF CHARITABLE CORPORATIONS
General Laws (Ter. Ed.), Chapter 180, section 12, as amended, provides that a
charitable corporation incorporated within this Commonwealth must make to the
Department an annual financial return, on or before the first day of June in each ye
Reports filed by charitable corporations become public records and are availabl
at the office of the Er.reau of Incorporated Charities for consultation by any
interested person.
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NUMBER AND CLASSIFICATION OF MASSACHUSETTS CHARITABLE CORPORATION'S
Of the 1,652 charitable corporations which made returns to the Department during
1950, 133 are homes for the aged; I63 are hospitals, sanatoria and other institutions
for the sick; 155 are nursing societies and other health agencies; 259 are c^ericies
giving family service and relief; 141 are child-serving agencies; 228 are youth agencies
109 are settlements and neighborhood centres; and 179 are federations, foundations, and
community chests. The remaining 25>5 form a miscellaneous group chiefly eleemosynary in
their nature.
CORPORATIONS DISSOLVED
In 1950, five corporations organized for charitable purposes were dissolved
by decree of the Supreme Judicial Court upon recommendation of the Commissioner of
Corporations and Taxation. The list follows:
American Silent Guest Committee, Inc.
Archbishop Cushing Charity Fund, Inc.
Beard of the Swedish Lutheran Old People's Home, of Worcester,
Mass., Inc., The
Lutheran Seamen's Board, Inc., The
Salem Relief Committee (Inc.)
Under the provisions of Chapter 354 (section 2) of the Acts of 1948, the names
of 54 corporations were reported to the Attorney General as liable for dissolution
as a result of failure to file reports for two successive years. Action on this list
is pending in the office of the Attorney General.
FOREIGN CHARITABLE CORPORATIONS
A foreign corporation is defined as one organized or chartered under lavs other
than those of Massachusetts, for a purpose for which domestic corporations can be
organized under Chapter 180 of the General Laws. General Laws (Ter. Ed.), Chapter 130,
section 12A, as amended, requires a foreign charitable corporation before engaging in
charitable work or raising funds within the Commonwealth to file with the Department
(1) a certified copy of Its charter or certificate of incorporation, (2) a true copy
of its constitution and by-laws, and (3) an annual report on or before June first.
Forty (40) corporations organized outside Massachusetts were registered with the
Department under the provisions of this statute during the year, and filed reports.
CHARITABLE TRUSTS
General Laws (Ter. Ed.), Chapter 68, section 15, as amended, provides that all
trustees who hold anr) administer property within the Commonwealth for charitable
purposes shall make fin annual report to the Department on or before June first.
Three hundred forty- Ihree (343) reports were filed under the provisions of this law
during the year.
NO ENDORSEMENT OF PRIVATE CHARITABLE CORPORATIONS
The Department of Public Welfare endorses no private charitable organisation or
agency. This rule Is absolute. Inspection of the corporation does not necessarily
mean approval; on the contrary, inspection may mean the discovery of conditions
calling for condemnation. No agency is >rarranted, therefore, in using the fact of
inspection in such manner as to lead the public to believe that the Department
approves cr in any sense commends its work. Furthermore, listing of an agency in
the Department files does not constitute accrediting.
DIVISION OF CHILD GUARDIANSHIP
Robert F. Ott, Director
HIGHLIGHTS
Since the decentralization of the Division of Child Guardianship has almost been
completed, from a mechanical point of view, we feel that the time has come to
retrace our steps in order to refine our functions in relationship to the
decentralization plan.
In order to plan more effectively, a separate unit for home finding, with complete
and sole responsibility for this function, has been inaugurated, rather than
apportioning this responsibility among all social workers, whose prime concern
should be utilized in child placing. However, it is still expected that all
social workers will continue to recruit foster homes, but the mechanical and
technical details will be handled through the specialized home-finding unit.
The Reception Unit, which heretofore has been a separate unit in the Division of
Child Guardianship, has been integrated into the child-placing function of the
Division. It has been our concern that children have found it necessary to
adjust to different social workers in various units which were under separate
assistant supervisors. Therefore, instead of a separate Reception Unit, a
reception worker has been added to the now three child-placing functions in the
Greater Boston District Office so that there will be closer cooperation between
the reception of a child into care and his placement. fie hope also that this
plan will foster earlier transfer from reception homes into permanent homes.
During the year one more step was taken in the decentralization plan. As of
May 1, 1950, the Licensing of Infant Boarding Homes Unit has been decentralized.
Therefore, the only remaining units still operating on a Central Office basis
are Adoptions, Independent Adoption Investigations, and Placement of Mentally
Deficient Children.
On this same date also the Pittsfield office of the Division of Child Guardianship
was opened for the care of children in the western part of the Commonwealth.
One other important step was taken when the Division of Child Guardianship,
together with the rest of the State Department of Public "welfare, moved to its
new quarters, 600 Washington Street, where - for the first time - the entire
Division is in one central office. However, the reception room for receiving
children into the care of the Division, is still maintained at the State House,
During the past year the Advisory Board to the Division of Child Guardianship
has been increased to include not only executives from the private child-caring
agencies but also a supervisor from each agency. This has been done in order
to bring not only a meeting of minds on an administrative level but also with
those actually coming into every day contact with casework problems as they
affect each agency. In addition, the Advisory group has met regularly each
month rather than "on call" for any specific problem. V/e feel that this has
been most helpful in developing a sound working relationship between the
child-placing agencies of the Greater Boston area. Our purpose has been to
have these agencies, private and public, supplement each other; which is
absolutely necessary if we are to develop a community pattern for child welfare
in Massachusetts. If this plan is successful in the Greater Boston area, an
attempt will be made to further it in other parts of the state.
The Division of Child Guardianship recently has applied for and received a Grant-
In-Aid, through the State Department of Mental Health, for a staff psychiatrist.
The Division heretofore has never had the benefit of a psychiatrist directly
attached to its staff. This Grant is a part of the National Mental Health Act
which became law in the Spring of 19U7«
PROBLEMS
Home finding continues to be a major problem with the Division, not only
quantitatively but qualitatively. However, we expect that a separate home
finding unit will ease the situation.
Another major concern of the Division has been the high caseload of workers,
which has been approximately 85, It is hoped that by an analysis and evaluation
of intake and discharge practices and responsibilities of existing personnel
that some reduction of this almost impossibly high caseload can be achieved.
The opening of the Pittsfield office will contribute to a reduction of caseloads
for the Springfield office,
A problem that should be faced is the fact that the position of Child Welfare
Training Supervisor has not been filled for the past several months. This is a
necessity for the effective development of our child welfare program; and it is
hoped that within a few months this position will be filled.
With such high caseloads of approximately 85 and the continual pressure of neglect
cases, it has been felt that a technique for improved case supervision must be
developed if all children under our care are to receive proper casework services.
Therefore, the Division of Child Guardianship is attempting to originate a "case
review process" wherein each case, over a period of time, may be evaluated from
a casework and administrative point of view. This will, we hope, insure each
and every case a complete evaluation, rather than only those cases which, because
of some particular crisis or problem, are of necessity called to our attention.
A schedule or control sheet is being devised which will attempt to evaluate the
casework processes of each district office in order that the Division may plan
more effectively far children coming into its care. If such a casework review
can be evolved far this purpose, we feel that it will be tremendously important
and unusually effective in such a large operating unit as the Division of Child
Guardianship. The problem will consist mainly of developing a case review process,
which can effectively evaluate such a concept as casevrork technique as it pertains
to child care.
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There is need for case supervisors to have responsibility for fewer social
workers in order to better control the high case loads carried by social workers
in the Division of Child Guardianship. An attempt will be made to secure these
additional head social workers through Child Welfare Services funds.
We feel that a case review process, such as the one being contemplated, has
endless possibilities from the viewpoint of community organization, casework
development and administrative planning. The Division of Child Guardianship
has accepted the challenge to develop this procedure.
Efficient personnel, adequate casework strndards and supervision, well planned
inter-agency relationship, and smaller caseloads are some of the answers tc more
effective plans for children in the care of the Division. It is our hope that
we may find the solution to those problems, since there is still no greater
wealth that the Commonwealth of Massachusetts possesses than its children.
LEGISLATION
Legislation continues to demand our attention. This extremely important phase
of our work must be given more emphasis if we are to Improve our services to
children. The Children's Section of the United Community Services, the
Massachusetts Conference of Social Work and the American Association of Social
Workers arc working cooperatively with the Division of Child Guardianship to
further legislation for the needs cf children. The Recess Commission on
Recodification of Public welfare Laws has made its Seventh Report and the
Division cf Child Guardianship is following this legislation with keen interest
and has appeared before this Commission to manifest its recommendations and
thoughts on children's legislation. The major interest of the Commission, as
it pertains to children, is in the field of adoption. The adoption report seems
to be nearing completion, and it is confidently expected that a new approach to
the problems of adoption will be inaugurated upon passage of this report.
The Division of Child Guardianship hopes for and is interested in a complete
review, analysis and re-evaluation of all children's laws so that children's
needs are grouped into one piece of Is gislation and into one chapter of the
General Laws. Xie look forward to the appointment of a special commission on
children's Laws which will make a complete study as it relates to the dependent
and, especially, the neglected child. V/e feel that there is some confusion
engendered by the present law for the dependent and neglected child, as it is
legislation that has been completed over a period of years. He feel that the
time has come for a complete analysis of all sections relating to the care and
support of children under public auspices and the function of public agencies in
the field of child care,
Sone specific acts of new neglect legislation presented by the Division of Child
Guardianship are to allow the Division to adopt either foster home or group care
in order tc meet the child's needs. Heretofore, the law explicitly stated a
child shall be placed in a boarding home. Also, a bill has been presented - with
the support of private child-placing agencies - far the licensing of child-caring
agencies.
However, we feel strongly that rather than piece-meal ]e gislation, the entire
field of legislation for children's needs should be explored as a complete pattern.
Support Received for Children
Moneys collected for the support of children in the care of the Division during
the past year totaled 3^67, 007. 6£, Of this $320, 100. US were received from
cities and towns ./here dependent children had settlement; there were received
from parents &Ou,958.U8, of which #72,799.5U came through probation officers as
a result of support orders made by the courts; the rest came principally from
such Federal agencies as Old Age and Survivors ' Insurance and* the Veterans
Administration.
CHILDRSN IN THE C/ilg AIJD CUSTODY OF THE DIVISION
At the end of the year, 60U9 children were in care, 200 less than a year ago,
and the lowest number under care since 1928. This low sharply accents a trend
starting in 19U0 when the peak caseload of 8317 occurred, from which time
except for a slight upturn in 19hQ and 19U9 the caseload has persistently and
significantly decreased. This reduction in load is accounted for partly by the
high discharge rate in the first half of the past decade, during which period
special efforts were directed toward effecting the prompt discharge of children
and especially the return of children to their own homes when this was in the
child's interests, but more importantly by a reduction in the rate of intake.
During the 30' s and through 19U2, the number of children received annually had
consistently run around 1300. In 19^3, however, a decline in rate began which
has tended to accelerate rapidly, with this year showing a new low of only 75>0
children received in care. During the latter period there had been a growing
agency concern as to the validity of the commitment to care of many children, and
increasingly agency effort has been made to recognize those cases where
separation of the children from parents in unwarranted.
The financial implications of this reduction in caseload occurring in the past
decade are extremely important. On the basis of present day costs the decrease
of 2268 children represents an annual saving to the Commonwealth of over
#1,200,000 annually. It is difficult to cite social or economic factors in
the past twenty-f ive year period to account for such a marked rise and fall in
caseload. It is no coincidence, however , that the reduction of the past decade
was paralleled by an increase in the number of professional staff. Whereas in
19U0 85 professional workers (5 supervisors and 79 social workers) devoted their
time to the children in direct care, at the end of this year 16 supervisors and
111 workers were so engaged. On a purely financial basis the additional invest-
ment in professional services represented by this staff increase would appear to
be paying handsome dividends. The human implications of this large number of
children having been saved the hazardous experience of foster care are even more
significant. It is to be hoped that as requests for additional staff are made
in the future, their meaning in relation to insuring a program which is sound
both financially and socially will more fully be appreciated.
In the overall statistics for the past fiscal year the number of children received
for care stands out most conspicuously since the 73>0 so received is the smallest
number reported in the 32 years of available records. Compared to last year
when 970 were received, it is a 23% decrease. Although 1950 was the first year
with no delinquent or wayward intake, the drop is not on that account, for
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delinquents in 19U9 were only k% of the intake. The decrease did not materially
affect the proportion of neglected and dependent children, for neglected children
represented 58$ and the dependent children h,2% of the intake, very close to last
year's figures. Within the classification of neglect, however, 6$% of the
children came on a temporary basis and y$% permanently, while last year the
percentages were 58 and u2 respectively. A3 among the six district offices, the
decrease shaved up chiefly in Boston and Brockton, which together received 187
fewer children than last year. It is interesting to note that these were the
offices in which the plan of integrating dependent and neglected intake had been
put into operation as reported last year, and it is safe to assume that the
additional attention thus given intake considerations was a material factor in
effecting this reduction.
Discharges from care during the year were 950 children, six more than last year.
Discharges to courts fell off by }l<t3 reflecting the continued actual drop in
temporary neglect commitments; and enlistments in the armed services were only
one-half the previous year's. Returns to parents and relatives remained constant
constituting 21$ of all discharges. Twice as many children were adopted as last
year.
The caseload of children at the end of the year showed no important change from
last year in sex, religion, status and classification, except that of the 66
children classified as delinquent at the beginning of the year, all but one had
been turned over to the Youth Service Board for direct care, or had been reclassi-
fied as dependent or neglected, remaining on with the Division, or had been
discharged from care by the year's end. There was a 1% increase in the number of
children at board. The median age rose from 10,3 to 10.8 years; and the median
length of stay under care was unchanged at lw3 years. Five hundred and fifteen
(515) new foster homes were approved for use, 52 fewer than last y-2ar. While
this drop may have been related to efforts of the past year to improve the
content of foster home investigations and bring them under closer supervisory
attention, it is discouraging in the face of the continuing urgent need of
additional fester home resources. Two thousand five hundred and seven (2507)
boarding homes were in use at the end of the year, 8U fewer than last year.
Little progress was made in reducing the concentration of children in boarding
homes since 869 children were in permanent homes caring for five or more children,
only 18 fewer than last year.
While the adjustments connected with the decentralization to district offices of
the placement function had been worked through in large measure by the beginning
of the year, the hope for a year of operation under standard conditions was not
fulfilled because of two major administrative changes - the decentralization to
district offices of the licensing function, and the modification of district
lines occurring in the spring which transferred substantial geographical areas
of the state from one office to another. The decentralization of licensing
affected the placement function chiefly as it required the diverting of district
supervisor's time to learn the detail of the new function, to plan administratively
for assuming it and to actually supervise it once it was assumed. The redistricting
affected 881 children whose supervision was transferred from one district office
to another. While this involved no moving of children from foster homes, and in
some instances the worker transferred to the new district office with part of her
caseload, it did involve the ultimate transfer of well over 1,000 children from
one worker to another before a final adjustment and equalization of workers 1
caseloads was achieved. While the mechanical work in transferring caseloads,
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foster hone records, and indices on these cases was considerable, the more
significant factor was the loss of impetus and direction in the case-work
planning expected when supervision is assumed by a new worker and a new-
supervisor •
Apart from these overall administrative changes, efforts to improve the services
to children continued during the year. Conferences between the Massachusetts
Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Children and the Division of Child
Guardianship on a state and district office level resulted in a clarification
of inter-agency working relationships and set the stage for better understanding
of the cases of neglected children coming into care by court action, not only
through more effective use of summaries and discussions on cases in which the
Society initiated court action, but also as a result of the Society's willing-
ness to undertake the post-hearing investigation of cases brought into court
by non-casework agencies whose investigations are usually insufficient to serve
as a basis for soundly planning the permanent placement of a child away from
home. All placements and replacements of children in foster homes were made
subject to supervisory approval in the hope of achieving more careful considera-
tion of the case work and administrative implications of these moves so critical
in a child's life. The placements of infants in homey of a religion different
from the child's, which prior to decentralization and with the war shortage of
foster homes had assumed considerable proportions, was substantially reduced
and brought under more rigid control. Only 29 children were so placed at the
end of the year. There was evidence of the children's dental needs having
received more careful attention, and a policy was adopted to provide sodium
flouride treatments when this was recommended by the child's dentist.
Psychological and psychiatric services to children in the care of the Division
of Child Guardianship were increased in the Brockton and 'Worcester areas as a
result of representation by these offices to the guidance clinic serving the
area of the need fur expanded service, with the Brockton Clinic setting aside
time regularly two days a week for the use of the Division's children, and the
Worcester Clinic not only offering increased clinic time for the children, but
also consultation service to workers in the Division having- cases presenting
psychiatric problems. In the interests of better educational and vocational
planning, a review was conducted in the spring by supervisors of the cases of
all children for whoa a change in educational program or plan for securing work
should be considered. Boys and girls with capacity for it were urged to complete
their secondary education, and a more liberal use was made of state funds for the
support of children ever eighteen years of age who wished to complete high school
or trade training. Twenty-six children were receiving some form of higher
education - college, business school, nurses' training. In February, an
experiment was started in the Boston Office, which was particularly suited tc it
because of its restricted geographical area, in placing the entire responsibility
for homefinding with a group of four specializing homefinders. While previously
there had been full-tine homefinders to augment the homefinding efforts of
visitors supervising children, and occupied principally in getting homes for
infants, temporary homes and homos for children preserving unusual problems, with
the change, visitors were relieved of all responsibility for hone-finding. The
hope in this new plan is that there will result an ovirall improvement in
quality of investigation, such as is likely to occur ..ith specialization, that
each home will be considered from the point of vie;/ of its maximum usefulness to
the Division and with the needs of all children in mind, that more sustained
efforts will go into homefinding than can be given by overburdened visitors, and
that the release from this responsibility i/ill permit the visitors to intensify
somewhat their work with children.
Continuing the plan initiated last year, workers supervising children were
assigned responsibility for maintaining contact with the child's family in
selected cases. The purpose in this, largely, was to add to the social worker's
experience through work with the case as a whole, since caseloads are still too
high to permit carrying out the plan on a coverage basis. Nevertheless, quantita-
tively these assignments had become rather impressive with 232 cases so assigned
to 25 workers. The work with unmarried mothers undertaken and reported on last
year continued with somewhat over 250 cases having been assigned to dependent
investigators, whose responsibility it is to maintain contact with the mother,
seeing her at least quarterly in an effort to bring her to a conclusion as to the
child's future, either planning for the child herself or with relatives, or
releasing him for adoption. Because of the difficulty and delicacy of this work
with unwed mothers, as well as that with the legitimate child's family mentioned
earlier, the vacancy in the in-service training supervisor's position was particu-
larly unfortunate, since such a person could have contributed a great deal to the
development of both these programs.
More children were placed for adoption this year than in the Division's history
with 116 children so placed, 60 remaining on for adoption in their boarding homes
and 56 placed in homes especially selected for adoptions. Of these children,
76 were Catholic, 37 Protestant, 2 Jewish and 1 Greek Orthodox; 60 were boys and
56 girls. In age they ranged from 1 to 19 years, 58 being under five years of
age. While this increase in adoption placements is gratifying not only because
the children are thus provided the maximum in secure satisfying family life; but
also because the increase if continued should ultimately serve to significantly
reduce the agency caseload, it is clear, despite the increase, that many children
in care who need adoption have not yet been placed. During the year the expanded
adoption unit had been able to completely study only 17U of the U93 children
referred for adoption consideration, and of the llil who were found to be of
"adoption calibre" and free for adoption, homes could not be found for many because
in age, sex, religion, racial and nationality background, intellectual level and
heredity, they did not correspond with the requests of adopting applicants, many
of whom are quite exacting as to the type of child wanted. Moreover, the Division's
present more liberal policy of offering for adoption children of low average
intelligence and some with physical handicaps and emotional problems, as well as
those whose family background are affected by mental defect and disease adds to
the honefinding problem. A program of public interpretation and general recruit-
ment of homos is probably needed, since efforts to secure leads of prospective
adoptive parents from private agencies engaged in adoption work were fruitless.
A further complication in the placement of a substantial number of children was
the fact that the Department had not been able to secure the signed consent of
the children's own parents. In the past year, decisions to proceed with adoption
plans without the parent's consent were made in 38 cases. Most of these involved
situations of illegitimate children whose mothers had disappeared or were
incompetent because of mental defect or disease. A few involved mothers who
refused to consent to adoption, verbalizing an interest in ultimately taking
the child, but whose handling of their own and the child's situation during the
course of the child's placement was so lacking in responsibility as to lead the
Department to believe that the mother herself could never adequately function as
a parent. In placing these children whose parents have not consented there is an
element of uncertainty as to the final ~"tcome since the Probate Court hearing the
adoption petition after the child has been in the adoption home for the usual year's
trial period could differ with the Department as to whether the case properly comes
under the provisions of Section 3 of Chapter 210 of the General Laws, which
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spccifies the circumstances in which parental consent is not required. Further,
the parent whose contact has lapsed could reappear and attempt to disrupt the
adoption, and the parent who actively objects is in a \. jsition to carry on a legal
contest when the adoptive parents' petition is finally heard. In any case where
parental consent has not been secured, it is necessary to notify the parent of the
date and place of the hearing on the petition, giving the adopting parents ' names
and address, or in the absence of the parent, the hearing must be publicly adver-
tised. Thus, the accepted principle that the identity of adopting parents and
natural parents remain unknown to each other to obviate any chance of future
interference with the child cannot be followed. Many prospective adoptive couples
are unwilling to take these risks, going along with the lack of consent, hence a
further deficit in homes develops. It was regrettable that House Bill No. 9$
sponsored by the Department and designed to remedy this difficulty did not receive
final action this year, for under its provision the element of uncertainty as to
how the lack of parental consent would affect the final adoption would be eliminated,
and greater protection of parents ' rights would be insured by a Probate Court
review of the case prior to the child's placement for adoption. Positive action
on this measure is hoped for in the 1951 legislative session.
Having pa ssed through a major phase in its development with the completion of
decentralization of the placing function, it was timely this year to discuss and
agree on steps in the leng-range planning to improve the direct services to
children. Considerable time was spent in staff meetings with district office
supervisors in such discussion with the following conclusions reached as to
desirable objectives
:
To achieve adequate investigation of the cases of .all neglected
as well as dependent children coning into care, taking full
advantage of the resources of other agencies for doing this,
especially the Massachusetts Society for the Prevention of
Cruelty to Children, but utilizing the staff of the Division of
Child Guardianship when adequate investigations cannot be made
by other agencies.
To develop homefinding entirely as a specialized function to be
assumed by specializing social workers.
To maintain a continuing contact with the parents of all children
in care, responsibility for casework services to be assumed by
the social worker supervising the child's foster c:\re.
To achieve greater unification of the planning for several children
in the same family by assigning the supervision of infants and
older children to one social worker who would have access to foster
homes outside of her immediate district when suitable homes within
it are not available.
Tc achieve a reduction in caseload so that no worker will carry
the supervision of more than 60 children, without homefinding
responsibility, and so that workers carrying the supervision of
infants will be responsible for still fewer children.
To achieve a reduction in the number of workers per supervisor
so that no supervisor will carry more than seven workers when
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caseloads are over 60 or workers are trained and experienced
and carry standard caseloads.
To work out a realignment of responsibilities such as will
relieve professional workers, both social workers and supervi-
sors, of all clerical detail which can be assumed by non-
professional workers.
To secure sufficient stenographic service to provide two and
one-half hours of dictation time weekly to each social worker.
To develop a case review method such as will provide factual
data as to the services currently rendered to children and will
give direction to planning overall improvement of services.
To develop an expanded program of psychological and psychiatric
services which will be adequate to meet the needs for diagnosis
and treatment of children in care.
To give all children of school age a careful physical examination
annually.
To achieve an increase in the basic board rate eliminating some
of the rate changes around age and sex.
To develop within the framework of the Division c Z Child
Guardianship, especially in non-urban areas of the Commonwealth,
a program of community organization services and casework S3rvices
to chil iren in their own homes directed toward the prevention of
neglect and dependency.
CHILDREN RECEIVED INTO
Age - by Sex and Religion
Cath. Prot. Other
Age Total B G B G D
illAll
ages 1 50 2l*6 22u 11*0 133 5 2
0-1 H 35 25 2U p n
i
J. 77 23 21* 15 1U o 1X
OC l±6 111 15 11 6 o o
}
J lh 13 6 12 n
•ft 23 9 6 13 1X 1
19 21 12 6 n nw
13 16 8 5 iX n
7 J 7 18 5 11 5 n
VJ 8 10 8 8 o o
O 1±7 Hi ll* 13 6 o o
10 6 15 7 6 o o
11 10 lii 2 6
12 35 9 11 8 7
13 31 13 5 5 7 1
11* 21* lh 1* 3 3
15 12 ."3 7 2
16 6 h 2
17 c
18 1 c 1
19 (.
20 1 c 1
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CARE July 1, 19U9 to June 30, 1950
Status - by Sex
Status Total Boys Girls
All Statuses 750 391 359
Dependent - Section lk 3 3
Dependent - Section 22 51 25 26
Dependent - Section 28
Dependent - Section 33 263 li*9 nil
Neglected - Permanent 11*9 69 80
Neglected - Temporary 281; 1U8 136
CHILDREN DISCHARGED July 1, 19U9 to June 30, 1950
Reason for discharge - by Sex
Reasons Total Boys Girls
All Dispositions 950 511 1*39
To Court 186 105 81
To Parents 160 38 72
Committed to State School for Mentally Defective 106 68 38
Became of Age 95 27 68
Adopted 73 31 1*7
To Youth Service Board 63 51 17
Became self-supporting 67 31* 33
To Armed Forces 61 61
Harried 59 7 52
To Relatives other than Parents hi 21* 17
".(hereabouts unknown on June 30 10 7 3
To Place of Settlement 1* 3 1
Died 3 2 1
Committed to Correctional Schools 1 1
Other 11 3 8
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CRILDREN UNDER CARE ON June 30, 1950
Ages - by length of tine under care Status - by sex
Age
All
Ages Total C-l
SoTtf" 532
Years under care
10 and
1-h 5-9 over
22H2 1332 1^03
0-1 80 80
1 1U8 77 71
2 188 Ul 1U7
3 197 16
1
h 239 39 200
293 U6 206 Ul
6 /-v O r*285 36 175 Ik
7 316 2> 165 12o
8 320 3k 1U2 Ikh
9 362 25 157 180
10 378 37 138 163 ko
11 U20 3U 135 16U 87
12 uoe 31 125 133 119
13 U29 25 121 127 156
Hi 132 23 107 127 170
15 383 111 81i 96 189
16 3U3 10 68 78 187
17 311 3 U3 80 185
18 257 1 31 58 167
19 163 1U 28 121
20 97 1 1 13 82
Location
All locations
Foster Home Total
Board and clothing
Board
Clothing
Free
'work
V/age
Independent
Other
Non-lfedical Institution
Board and clothing
3card
Clothing
Free
Independent
Lledicai Institution
Board and clothing
Board
Clothing
Free
With Parents
With Relatives
In U.S. Services
Harried
Staff in Institutions
Whereabouts Unknown
Other
To-
60H9
5U37
152
103
155
i3
5019
1U
27
116
3
16
21a
1
122
7
11
k
8
11
11
2k
57
Status
All Statuses
Total Boys Girls
50H9" 3132" 7WT
fifgllfet - §§8&8H h
Dependent - Section 28
Dependent - Section 33
Neglected - Remanent
Neglected - Temporary
Delinquent - Permanent
Delinquent - Temporary
3397
306
1
1
Location - by Religion
Catholic
3795
3393
103
57
105
1
28
3125
7
19
76
1
12
152
1
87
2
7
2
5
5
9
11
32
Protestant
2229
2022
1876
7
8
37
1
h
89
U6
US
28
3k
5
k
2
3
6
2
i
k2lJ
3 3
1088 837
169U 1703
15U 152
Other
23—
22
18
3
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INVESTIGATION OF INDEPENDENT ADOPTIONS
The overall picture in independent adoptions has not greatly changed during the
past year. Our contacts reveal a wider knowledge of the important factors in
adoption situations and a consequent more ready acceptance on the part of
interested parties of the need for careful studies and, even, delays. Requests
for interpretation of the adoption process are more frequent, and, we think,
indicative of a desire on the part of prospective adoptive parents to approach
this important step intelligently.
The courts referred 1631 petitions (111 less than in the preceding year) and
1782 were investigated and reported on to the courts, or otherwise closed. The
balance of 835 cases awaiting investigation is slightly less than that of last
year.
The unit continues with the investigation of requests for permission to bring
children into the state for the purpose of adoption, and, while the number of
requests is not great (under 100), the involvements are very time-consuming.
Routine visits to the judges of the probate courts have been less frequent this
past year due to pressure of work though we feel such contacts are very important.
However, requests for consultation in specific cases from the judges have been
more numerous. There seems to be a satisfactory mutual understanding between
the unit and the probate courts about the general content of the reports and the
recommendations or suggestions offered by the Department, life continue to feel
that most of the judges take their responsibility in adoption matters seriously
and give considerable weight to the reports submitted.
The same needs in the way of legislation as were mentioned in previous reports
still exist since no new laws were passed on adoption matters this year. The
Special Commission to Study and Revise the Laws Relating to Public Welfare
submitted some adoption legislation in bill form (House No. 2k90) based to some
extent on the recommendations of the former Commission on Adoption. The Bill
provides for:
1. Reduction from lii to 12 years as the age above which the
assent of the child shall be required before an adoption
petition can be allowed.
2. An increase from six months to one year in the period during
which the child must have resided in the home of the adoptive
parents before the decree can be allowed. It is further
provided that the judge of probate may waive the residence
requirement for good cause, providing that a memorandum
setting forth, in writing, the facts upon which the waiver
is based is prepared by the judge.
3. A provision declaring null and void any surrender of a child
for adoption by the mother, which is executed prior to the
birth of the child.
Up Provisions that adoption procedures may, in the discretion of
the judge, be held in chambers on the petition of either
party to the proceeding.
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Provisions making it a criminal offense punishable by fine
or imprisonment for any person to accept payment in the form
of money or other consideration in return for placing a
child for adoption.
A provision under which the adopted child's rights as to
succession to property shall be vested in the child as of
the date of the filing of the petition for adoption,
A provision requiring that private charitable corporations
engaged in child placing for adoption shall lile a report
with the probate court comparable to the report filed by
the Department of Public Welfare in independent adoption
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STATISTICS FOR PiiRIOD FROM July 1, 19h9 to Juno 30, 1950
Cases pending Juno 30, 19h9 936
New petitions referred by Courts 1681 2617
(July 1, 19U9 to June 30, 1950)
Cases closed July 1, 19h? to June 30, 1950 1782
Investigated and reported to Courts I6I4I*
Not investigated (withdrawn or otherwise
eliminated) 13 8
Cases pending June 30, 1950 835
Total 2617
Reports to Courts on completed investigations covered
adoption petitions for
Legitimate children 769
By relatives 612
*>y persons other than relatives 157
Illegitimate children 79^
#By maturnal relatives 368
By alleged relatives 23
By persons other than relatives U03
Foundlings
Bond and Partial Investigations 81
Of these petitions investigated, 103 were to be withdrawn and
36 were definitely disapproved in reports to the courts,
p9 were approved with reservation and in 16 cases a further
trial period was advised before completing the adoption.
(Of these (-*) 275 were petitions of mother and her husband.)
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LICENSING OF INFANT BOARDING HOMES
The decentralization of the Licensing of Infant Boarding Homes unit was
completed this year. Some records on obsolete type files had to be copied and
this project necessitated the hiring of temporary typists. Due to budgetary
conditions, the completion of this work was delayed. By mid-April the copying
and the assorting of the various files and pertinent material for distribution
to the district offices were accomplished. The actual shipping of material and
equipment started on May 1st.
During the year a program of orienting the district Supervisors and their staffs
for their new responsibilities in the Licensing area was carried on. A series
of talks were given on the history philosophy and procedures of the Licensing
program, both at the regular district Supervisors staff meetings and at specially
called social workers staff meetings.
Several visits were made to each district office. A clerical system was
established and instructions were given for general office procedure relating
to licensing.
The Social Workers now work directly from the district offices and are
responsible to their district Supervisors. The decentralization of the unit
will bring closer contact to the interested persons in the communities served
by the district offices.
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GBNERAL SUML1ARY
Children reported in foster homes I9i;9-1950 7751
Placed by agencies 2259
Placed privately
, , .5H92
Boarding hones listed 19li9-1950 7297
Boarding hones used during 191*9-1950 5U73
Agency hones 17h0
Private hones 3733
Applications pending June 30, 19U9 158
Application blanks issued during the year • 718
Applications worked on during the year 932
Applications disposed of during the year 771
a. Yilthdrawn before action by the Board of Health 232
b. Withdrawn after action by the Board of Health • 67
c. Licenses granted Ii39
1, Agency licenses 12)4
2. Private licenses 315
d. Licenses refused 33
Applications pending June 30 } 1950 211
Licenses revoked 3
Children renoved under Chapter 119, Section lU 3
Children renoved under Chapter 119, Section 28
Foster nothers brought to court 3
Conplaints on hones received and investigated 133
Newspaper advertisements checked and followed 3$l6
Notices to hones rejected by DCG Homefinders 1x29
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AUALYSIS 0? COMPLAINTS REGARDING INFANT BOARDING HOLES
RECEIVED AND INVESTIGATED 19k9-19$0
Pitts, Sor. 'for. Law, Boston Broc, N.B. Total
ma55 TM wh rug
1, Interested individuals
Relatives — 1 1 1 2 1 — 2 1 3 12
Anonymous —
—
3
1
U 1 5 — 2 1 15
Neighbors — 3 2
i
— 1 1 1 lo
Other foster
mothers — 1 1 r\C U
Churches — 1 1 1
-j
Relatives of
X X r>c
Attorneys — 1 1 c
2, Private agencies
3^C DPP P XX 1, X X
"3
J
Oh, rlacing
Agencies — 2 1 1 2 2 2 — 10
Ch. Guidance
Clinic 1 — 1
3, Public Agencies
nop X ,3 X c _L 1 1JL J- 1 11
School Depts,
—
1 1 2 1 1 1 7
Youth Service
Board — 1 1
Community
Officials — 1 1 2
Boards of
PublicVfel. — 2 — 2 1 5
h # Enforcement agencies
Courts — 1 1 1 — 1 It
U.S.Atty.Gen.— 1 l
5, Hospital 1 l
TOT/OS 9 20 17 23 21 2 10 16 10 133
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RESEARCH AND STATISTICS
The second full year of the Division of Child Guardianship Research and
Statistics Unit saw further uniformity and regularity in reporting of service
statistics and also several research studies.
STATISTICS
The Unit now collects
:
Monthly
Intake Investigator's Count of Investigations
District's Count of Dependent Applications Opened
Data card on each Dependent Application Closed
Data card on each child taken into care
Data card on each child discharged from care
Visitor's case load turnover and location of children
Number of foster homes opened, closed and in use
Komefinding Investigations
Licensing of Infant Boarding Homes
Investigations for Independent Adoptions
Children under care considered and placed for adoption
Semi-annually
Children placed by local boards
Annually
Overcrowding in foster homes
Data sheet for each child under care 30 June
Data sheet for each dependent application on hand 30 June
Number of children known to public and private agencies
Public Expenditures for child welfare
This material is summarized, tabulated, and presented in:
Division of Child Guardianship Annual Report
"Massachusetts Welfare" Statistics for the Calendar Year
"Massachusetts Welfare" monthly statistics
Administrator's Deskbooks on Child nfelfare Statistics
Reports to District Supervisors
Standard Statistics Project of Greater Boston Commur'.ty Services
Quarterly Report on Services to Individual Children
Annual Report on Characteristics of Children
Annual Report cn Expenditures for Child Welfare
Annual Report on Child Welfare Personnel
Yearly Budget of the Division
RESEARCH
Several studies were undertaken during the year.
An evaluation of the Reception Unit
Characteristics of Adoptive Families and of Children ficady for Adoption
Observations on Clerical Activities of Social V.orkers
Proposal for Inclusive Rate of Payment to Foster Mothers
Institutional Placements by Visitor
Special studies and inquiries are made from time to time for administrative
use.
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CHILD WELFARE SERVICES
Supervision of the two local Child Welfare Services units in Southbridge and
Webster consisting of six towns was continued this year. All of the towns
participated financially in the units, and casework service was given to 622
children in their own homes.
The local Child Welfare workers were active on community committees such as
Financial Drives for the Salvation Army and Boy Scouts. In one community the
local worker assisted on a census of the crippled and handicapped children.
Finally with the cooperation of five agencies a nursery for handicapped children
was established with facilities of therapy for the children and education for
the patients.
The local Child Welfare Committees have continued with their efforts of
interpretation of the needs of children in the various communities.
Child Welfare Services funds were also used this year for salaries and expenses
of staff and committee members of the White House Conference for children and
youth.
'
